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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, Jul) it. 1919
Ledger 8c Times
In Our 100th Year 15e Per Cop) % uiume 1•8 No. 113
CONSTRUCTION — Workers have started to apply the roof on parts of the new Calloway County Middle School,
located behind the high school. According to a spokesman, the contract for construction is through December but
school officials had hoped to utilize the academic portion by August. However, frequent spring rains have delayed
construction and the classrooms in the building will not be ready for use until sometime in November, the
spokesman said.
Capsule Plummets Back To Earth
Pieces Of Skylab To Fall Into
Ocean Harmlessly, NASA Says
By HOWARD BENEDICT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Skylab, a
ghost ship with a proud tradition,
plununeted back to Earth like a
earning meteor today, and the space
agency said tans of moiton debris ap-
parently would plunge harmlessly into
the south Atlantic and Indian oceans
A space agency spokesman said a
tracking station at Ascension Island in
the south Atlantic off central Africa
coriirmed at 11:07 a.m. CDT that
Skylab's solar panels were ripped away
by the thickening atmosphere at a
height of 69 miles.
The rest of the giant space laboratory
was expected to break up moments
Later in its plunge toward Earth, with
naost of its debris disintegrating in the
ery re-entry.
About 500 pieces of the 77.5 ton
spacecraft were expected to splash into
the two oceans. The pieces were ex-
pected to weign a total of 20 to 25 tons,
with the rest of Skylab burning up in its
descent.
Skylab serf its last signal at 11:11
a.m. CDT. The signal was picked up at
the Ascensian Island tracking station.
The Noah American Air Defense
Conunani predicted at 9 a.m. CDT that
the big station would crash back to
Earth tetween 19:09 a.m. CDT and
12:09 pm. CDT.
The mid-paiat, or the most likely.
impani time, *Weed be 11:09 p.m. CDT,
wide' would bring Skylab down in the
mutt Atlantic near the Equator.
134 Richard G. Smith, the space
agesey's task force chief, said he ex-
peted that the spacecraft's 4,000-mile
rot of debris might extend into the
Iidian Ocean.
"All indications are that we are
neving downstream into that big water
area," Smith said an hour before the
attest prediction. He said Skylab's
treat to land was diminishing.
• Smith said introduction of the turn-
iciceeded in guiding the station niist
g motion to the 77.5-ton Skylab amid
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Hazy, warm and humid
tonight. Lows in the upper 6as to
around 70. Continued warm, hazy
and humid with a chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Thursday. Highs in the mid to
upper 80a. Winds, light and
southerly tonight. Rain chances
are 30 percent Thursday.
As NORAD made its 9 a.m. predic-
tion, Skylab was 78 miles above the
Earth, a drop of 22 miles in 10 hours,
and was starting its final path over the
African continent.
By narrowing the projected re-entry
window, NORAD almost assured most
areas of the world they would be safe
from Skylab fallout.
A map released by .the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
showed that Skylab would travel over
,-)nly about one and two-tlards orbits in
that period.
A radio signal was sent at .2:47 a.m.
CDT today to fire nitrogen gas
thrusters which started the 77.5-ton
craft "wobbling and rolling" as it
passed through an altitude of 92 miles.
Confirmation that the maneuver
worked came 30 minutes later when
Skylab passed within range of a
tracking station in Madrid, Spain.
NASA spokesman Bob Gordon
reported, The rate Ls not as high as
anticipated at this time, but indications
are that Skylab is beginning its final
entry to earth."
The action was intended to delay
Skylab's fiery re-entry about 30
minutes, until about 11 a.m. CDT. On
that timetable, the tons of Skylab debris
that did not burn up would fall har-




Several financial items will be
considered at the meeting of the
Murray Independent Board of
Education set for 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
July 12, in the board office building.
The agenda includes the con-
sideration of internal accounts for the
month of June and the annual report for
1978-79; consideration of the June
monthly financial report and the annual
financial report foe .1978-79; con-
sideration of proposed changes in the
policy manual; consideration of bids
for Murray High School graduation
invitations; and personnel recom-
mendations. •
The decision to start the craft turn-
blimg was made after the -North
American Air Defense Command,
which has been tracking the spacecraft,
issued a revised re-entry prediction at
12:35 a.m. EDT today. It forecast
Skylab was likely to re-enter over the
north Pacific, posing a potential thrt to
North America, primarily Canada,
The earlier predictions had placed
the most likely re-entry area in the
south Atlantic or Indian oceans, In.
from land.
We decided to change our plans and
See SKYLAB
Page 111-A, Column 6
(7.1c1 Park To Receive Renovation Grant
City Asked To Pay Half
Of New Park Addition
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A possible addition to the new
Murray-Calloway County Park and a
grant to renovate the old city park
highlighted Tuesday afternoon's
meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board.
The board will request that the city
pay one-half of the purchase price of a
four-and-one-half-acre tract adjoining
the present park. The Calloway County
Fiscal Court recently bought the land
and has agreed it can be used as part of
the park facility if the Murray Common
Council is willing to pay its portion.
The addition of the tract, located on
the west side of North Fourth Street
Extended, would make the park extend
from North Fourth to Highway 641
North.
Parks director Gary Hohman
reminded the board of a Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation grant applied for
aIproximately four years ago to install
ting, fencing, ballfield bleachers
• picnic shelters at the old city park.
The grant, which originally totaled
roximately $50,000, required a.
ting period of about three years
re approval. During that period,
grant stipulated that only the
ng could be installed.
ohman said that because of the
✓ g inflation rate, a $35,429 amend-
• to install the remaining portion of
the project — fencing, bleachers and
shelters — was added to the grant. Only
86,049 will remain to be paid locally for
the project after the grant money Is
received.
Board members decided to approve
the completion of the project after
noting that the last session of the
Calioway County Circuit Court Grand
Jury reported that the old park was in
'deplorable condition."
Finance committee member Bettye
Raker said that it would cost $3,472.52 to
..aep two park employees on the payroll
from Oct. 1 through Dec. 31. The two
employees, Wanda Morris, bookkeeper,
and Charlie Scott, field foramen, were
Will Likely Mean Double-Digit Inflation
hired on the CETA program. Their
employment will terminate Sept. 30
because both have been on the program
for two years.
Mrs. Baker said that she felt the
employees were very important to the
stability of the program and asked for
the board's endorsement ar t, hoth
the fiscal court and the city comic
request approximately $1,750 from
each to retain them.
Hohman pointed out that both Mrs.
Morris and Scott were "key personnel"
who had been instrumental in the
park's development and that the two
had seven years park experience
between them.
William Whitaker reported to the
board that the soccer program at the
park this year involved more than 200
youths in three age groups. He
requested that the board locate a
permanent place in the park for the
soccer field.
The present field being used for the
soccer program is off the road entrance
to the park immediately north of the
ballfield complex.
Board chairman Jean Blankenship
cormnended Whitaker on the growing
soccer program and said that plans will
be made for a permanent soccer area.
Mrs. Blankenship noted the death of
park board member Chester McCuiston
on June 20. An appointment will be
made in the near future to fill
McCuiston's term on the board which
will expire Nov. 15.
The annual picnic for all full-time
park employees and park board
members arid their families was set for
6:30 p.m. Sunday, Aug. 12, at the new
park.
Paper's Press Is Hit
By Major Breakdown
The printing press used by The
Murray Ledger & Times to produce the
daily newspaper was hit by a major
breakdown Tuesday afternoon shortly
after the press run got underway.
The breakdown caused late delivery
of Tuesday's edition to subscribers
because the remainder of the press run
had to be completed at the Mayfield
Messenger' printing plant.
"It will take a couple of days for us to
repair our press so we have made
arrangements with the Mayfield
Messenger and the Paris (Tenn.) Post-
Intelligencer to share the printing
chores for our newspaper," managing
editor Gene McCutcheon said today.
"We apologize for any inconvenience to
our subscribers and advertisers,"
McCutcheon added.
Completed pages of each day's
editions will be trucked to Paris and-or
Mayfield on a daily basis until tbe
Ledger & Times' press is repaired,
McCutcheon explained. He said that if
everything goes as planned, the press
will be up and running again sometime
Friday and asked that advertisers
observe a copy deadline of one-hour
earlier than normal (11 a.m. on the day
prior to publication) during the interim
Circulation manager Ted Delaney
and his staff are coordinating delivery
of the newspaper to subscribers who
should receive their newspaper close to
or shortly after the regular time each
day.
"I would like to acknowledge the
cooperative spirit in which the Mayfield
and Paris newspaper staffs have pit-
ched in to help us out," McCutcheon
said.
McCutcheon also praised the staff of
The Murray ledger & Tunes for their
extra efforts in coping with the
problem.
k Fuel, Food Prices Push Toward Recession
By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Surging fuel
and food prices are pushing the nation's,
economy toward a deeper recession
than earlier believed and will likely
mean double-digit inflation for the
year, the Congressional Budget Office
said today.
The budget office, which advises
Congress on economic matters, also
said unemployment will rise 1 ,to 2
percentage points above its current
level by the end of 1980, meaning
roughly 1 million to 2 million more
workers weuld be without jobs.
The office's mid-year report on the
nation's business outlook is gloomier
than one it issued last January, when it
predicted a mild recession in the second.
half of 1979, followed by an economic
recovery in 1980
The budget office is now forecasting a
slightly deeper recession this year and
a weaker recovery next year. •
"Economic growth could be boosted—
by cutting taxes, but this action would
conflict with the goal of a balanced
budget as well as with long-run efforts
to reduce inflation," the report said.
The darter administration had
predicted a relatively modest inflation
rate and continued ecoriomic growth
this year. However, new figures due
this week are expected to raise
estimates for inflation and project
near-zero growth in 1979.
Administration sources who asked
not to be identified said Tuesday the
administration's official forecast for
unemployment by the end of next year
would be raised from 6.2 percent to 6.9
percent — an increase of more than
700,003 people without jobs.
The new Congressional Budget Office
report projects a 1979 economic growth
rate of -2.0 to 0.0 percent after inflation
is considered, compared to 0.0 to 2.0
percent growth in its earlier
assessment. The administration had
predicted 2.2 percent growth.
One congressional budget source,
County School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Calloway County School Board
will hold its regularly scheduled
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday, July 12, in
the school board room, according to Dr.
Jack Rose, school superintendent.
Items on the agenda include the 1979-
80 general budget, review of bids and
Personnel recommendations.
Vladimirov To Speakiliihistitute
skin Journalist To Be At MSU
Leonid Vladimirov, a former Russian
journalist and for the past 12 years a
radio editor in England and Germany,
will be on the Murray State University
campus tomorrow to speak at the
university's Institute on Comparative
Economic Education.
Viaciimirov, who in 1966 asked for and
was granted political asylum in Britain,
will speak at 2 p.m. in Room 306 of the
Business Building on one of the in-
stitute's major areas -- basic economic
and political Ideas.
This year's 15-day institute, con-
ducted on the Murray campus annually
since 1974 and extending through July
18, is designed for individuals involved
in elementary or secondary teaching
and curriculum development. Twenty-
seven teachers are enrolled.
Born in the Soviet Union in 1924,
Vladimirov graduated from the 10-year
school just before World War II and
fought in the war as a Soviet
paratrooper.
In 1947, while a student at the Aircraft
Engineering Institute in Moscow, he
remarked to a friend that, apparently.
Hitler's antisemitism had been
inherited by Stalin. His "friend" im-
mediately denounced him to the Secret
Police and from August 1947 until
Stalin's death in 1963, he was a prisoner
of the notorious GULAG Archipelago
Released and "rehabilitated," he
finished his engineering education and
worked, first as a foreman and then as
a senior technologist, at a Moscow car
factory.
At the car factory, he became editcr
of the plant's daily newspaper, and in
1956 WWI offered a job by the newspaper
Moskovskaya Pravda. For the next
three years, he worked as an edtior of
the paper's "Family and SFhool"
magazine.
who asked (tot to be named, said the
recession could also be longer than
previously expected, possibly having
already started and lasting three
quarters instead of two.
The budget office's inflation and
jobless estimates are also more
pessimistic than earlier. The agency
now foresees inflation for 1979 running
at between 9.9 and 11.9 percent and
unemployment hitting 6.4 to 7.4 percent
by the end of the year.
Last January, the budget office put
inflation at 7 to 9 percent and unem-
ployment at 6.2 to 7.2 percent. Earlier
this year, the administration predicted
a 7.4 percent inflation rate and a jobless
figure of 6.2 percent.
However, last week, President Carter
said hikes in crude oil prices charged
, by the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries could drive the
inflation rate up an additional 2 to 2.5
percent, push the jobless rate over 6
percent and cut economic growth by12.5
percent.
During those years, many of his
articles were published in Soviet papers
and magazines, including Pravda and
Iryestia. In March 1960, he was ap-
pointed the industry and technology
editor of "Knowledge Is Power," a
mass-circulation popular magazine in
Russia.
Vladirnirov was a founder member of
the Union of Journaliste of the USSR,
and until 1966 remained vice-president
of the union's Section of Science
Journalism. While in the Soviet Union,
he published three popular science Ile-
hooks and a novel
, After being granted political asylum
In Britain, he published two books,
'The Russians" (1968) and "The
Russian Space Bluff" (1971). Front 1967
to 1979, he has worked for Radio Liberty
— first in London and since 1977 as a
chief editor in Munich, Germany. He
recently resigned to concentrate on his
writing
Ow' , • k, ',_'._l..
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SCENE FROM PART PEAT The final three performances.of Neil Simon'
comedy hit, "Star Spangled Girl," will be presented by the Purchase Area
Repertory Theatre (PART) Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings at
Murray State University. Shown in a scene from the production are Carla
Horton of Murray and Joe Dossett of Sacramento. Curtain time is 8 p.m. on
each date in the University Theatre in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on
the campus. Ticket information may be obtained by, calling (502)767-6797.
The third and final show of the PART summer season, "Goodbye Charlie,"
is scheduled July 19-20-21 and July 26-27-28.
He declared the price ,hikes made a
recession "much more likely."
The latest government estimates put
unemployment at 5.6 percent in June,
the lowest point in five years, and in-
flation at 13.4 percent on an annual
basis.
Public Hearing To Be
Held During Murray
City Council Meet
A public hearing on establishing a
tourism commission and levying cd
transient room tax will highlight the
Murray Common Council meeting,
scheduled f'7:30 p.m. Thursday, July
12, in City Hall.
Other items on the agenda include the
annual audit of the Murray Natural Gas
System, policy changes of the gas
system and establishment of com-
munity development agency. -----
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• Miss Karen Renee Sledd,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Sledd of Murray Route 1 and
granddaughter of Mrs. Otis
Wilson, has completed plans
for her wedding to Ronnie
Norwood, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Norwood of Benton
Route 5 and grandson of Mrs.
Lois Norwood and of Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Edwards.
The wedding vows will be
read on Saturday, July 14, at
7:30 p.m. at the West Fork
Baptist Church, Stella, with
the Rev. L. E. Moore, pastor
of the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, of-
ficiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Carole
Smith, Hopkinsville, pianist,
Janet Arnold, Murray,
organist, and Janell Brown,
Louisville, vocalist.
Stacy Adams, Murray,
cousin, of the bride-elect, will
be the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Sharon
Hopkins, Richmond, and
Dawn Sledd, Murray, both
sisters of the bride-elect,
Thrisha ,McKinney, Murray,
and Janell Brown, Louisville.
The flower girl will be Ruth
Ann Black, Murray, niece of
the bride-elect.
• Bill Finch, Aurora, will be
bestmari - for Mr. Norwood.
Groomsmen and ushers will
be Jimmy Dale Morris, Glen
Miller, and Jerry (Dinky)
Mardis, all of Aurora, and
Terry Joe Sledd, Murray,
brother of the bride-elect.
The ring bearer will be Scott
The Blue Grass CB Club
held an ice cream supper on
Friday. June 29, at the club
house.
An installation of officers
for 1979-80 was held.
Members and friends at-





Turner, Evansville, son of the
groom-elect, and the train
bearer will be Stephen
Hopkins, Richmond, nephew
of the bride-elect.
Joette Black, Murray, sister
of the bride-elect, will keep the
guest register.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
Wedding plans for Miss
Rhonda Ann Housden,
daughter of Martha Housden
and Ronald Housden, and
Cary Scott Redden, son of
Edna Redden and Ralph
Redden, have been completed.
The ceremony will be
performed on Saturday, July
14, at 6:30 p.m. in the Little
Chapel of the First Baptist
Church, Murray, with the
Rev. Dr. Jerrell White of-
ficiating at the double ring
ceremony. The chapel is
located on the lower floor of
the main church building.
Lesa Hoke will provide the
music for the ceremony.
The matron of honor will be
Felicia Hill, sister of the bride-
elect. The bridesmaids will be
Dawn Redden,.. sister of the
groom-elect, and Alicia
stallation were as follows:
Mr.and Mrs. Charles
Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Hale and Ginny, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
Hawley Bucy, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Henry. Cathy Ford and Becky,
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Patton, Iva
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Bucy and Shaun, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil McCleod, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Herndon,
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Cun-
ningham, Billy Green, Mr.
and Mrs. John Lowry, Mary
Smiley, Mr. and Mrs. Treman
Shekell, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Turner, John Calhoun, Don
Dodd, and Mr. and Mrs. Gail
Finney and Pam.
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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The WMU of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church met Tuesday,
June 26, at 8 p.m. with Mary
Gregory for the monthly
meeting and Bible Study.
"My Child My Child" was
the theme of the lesson. The
Bible study was on -Witness
To Pentecostals.v
The closing prayer was led
by Delpha Taylor.
Refreshments were served_
by Mrs. Gregory to Pauline
Story, Jane Morton, Delpha
Taylor, and Freda Hum-
phreys, members, Pearl
Miller, Myrtle Orr, Brenda
Henderson, and Sandy Orr,
visitors.
The WMU will meet
Tuesday, July 24, at 8 p.m.
with Pauline Story.
McCuiston.
Craig Redden, brother of the
groom-elect, will be best man.
The groomsmen will be Kevin
russell, J. T. Sanders, and
Sandy Lassiter. Russell
Coleman and Kevin Bailey
will serve as ushers.
Presiding at the register
will be Shonna Wilhite, cousin
of the bride-elect, and Conde
Stubblefield.
Linda Thompson, aunt of the
bride-elect, will direct the
wedding.
A reception will follow in the
church parlor in the main
church building lower floor.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
Miss Deborah-Jean— Mitcherson
and Clinton Michael Burchett
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mitcherson of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Deborah Jean,^to Clinton Michael Burchett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Burchett of Kirksey.
Miss Mitcherson is a 1977 graduate of Marshall County
High School, and is presently employed at Morgan,
Trevathan and Gunn Insurance Agency in Benton.
Mr. Burchett is a 197
School and a 1976 gradua
Bachelor of Science
Agriculture. He is self err
The wedding vows will
2:30 p.m. in the garden
Vine Street. Murray. In
inside the-club house. A r
hall of the club.
graduate of Calloway County High
e of Murray State University with a
'gree in Political Science and
loyed as a farmer.
exchanged on Sunday, Aug. 5, at
if the Murray Woman's Club, 701
se of rain, the wedding will be held
ception will follow in the reception
litAll friends and relat.), 'es are invited to attend. Only out of




DEAR ABBY: I have been miserable and depressed forthe last seven months—ever since my only brother wroteme out of his life.
The reason is still unbelievable. After eight years of marriage and no children, ray husband and I adopted a beautifulbaby girl. My brother and his wife were her godparents andseemed so happy for us. -- •
A few months later my brother told my husband that hewanted nothing more to do with us because our baby is of adifferent heritage than ours. She is Mexican. We are ofSwedish and Irish descent.
I could not believe it, so I phoned my brother. He hung upon me as soon as he heard my voice. We haven't spokensince. His wife, who was like a sister to me, agrees with mybrother's thinking and will have nothing to do with us. -Abby. he is my only brother and we were so close. Wewere not raised with hate and prejudice. I cannot imaginewhat has come over him. In years to cbme, how do I explainto my child that the only aunt and uncle she has don't wantto know her —or us?
My husband and I do not speak of ;his. I want so'desperately to talk to my brother and resume friendly rela-tions with him. What can I do to change his outlook? Or am !-hoping for something that is out of reach?
BROKENHEARTED SISTER
DEAR SISTER: Your brother and his wife have shownthemselves to be despicable characters, unworthy of yourfriendship. (Maybe they've both flipped their lids.I In an,ease, judging from their behavior toward you, and par-ticularly their reason for it, I advise you to let him knowthat if he should ever recover from his "sickness" to let youknow. In the meantime, write him off—and good riddance.
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that people who don't workalways chootiarsidce lunckhour to do their.10pring?
Our town is not yeti rarge. The noon'llour.congestionaround the few • shopping places we have is absolutelyunreal!
We working people MUST shop on our lunch hour. Parking places at that time are almost impossible to find. Whenwe do get into the stores, we find them crowded with littleold ladies and non-working mothers with small kids.
Abby, is it asking too much of those folkS who have all dayto shop to reschedule their shopping time?
FRUSTRATED IN RUSSELL VILLE, ARK.
DEAR FRUSTRATED: No. You have a legitimate gripe.And may I suggest that thee* who can do their BANKINGat another time please do so?
DEAR ABBY: I used to think you made up some of the etters in your column. I just couldn't believe that peoplecouldbe so dumb. Now here I am, with a problem so unreal itsounds like a soap opera plot. lam 23 and have been marriedfor five weeks to Joe, a swell guy I've known for a year. Thisis my second' marriage. I have three small children.
Joe never mentioned that he had been married before.Now I find out that he has been married twice and has fiveKids! His mother is taking care of them. I found out onlyyesterday and I am ready for a nervous breakdown. When Itold Joe I knew about the five kids, he said he was relievedsince he didn't know how much longer he could keep it fromme — and, as long as I knew, would I mind taking his five kidsto raise since his mother was in very poor health!
Abby, I'm a night-shift waitress. I have enough with myown three. I can't raise eight kids. All the love I had for Joeis dead. Do I have grounds for divorce/
SHOCKED IN RENO
DEAR-SHOCKED: Talk to • lawyer. You Emig* evenhave grounds for an annulment.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, cos-gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "Howto Write Letters for all °tearless." Send Si and • long.stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132rs- -I.- tam nee an",
KITCHEN MASK
A great skin mask for all
kinds of skin can be made
from simply cooking up a
small batch of oatmeal. Allow
it to cool and then apply it to
your face. Let it set for about a
half hour, and then rinse first
with warm and then cool
water. This mild mask can be
used daily to cleanse even the
most sensitive skin.
FOR THURSDAY, JULY 12, 1919
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)grf--4
A day of minor happenings.
Still, inwardly you may be
feeling a slight resentment.
Domestic concerns too prey on
consciousness.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
Social activity can interfere
with work concerns. In the




( May 21 to June 20 )
Mixing business with .
pleasure could have some -
unpleasant repercussions.
Perhaps, you feel someone
else is unfairly grabbing at-
tention.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ®
You may find fault with
advice you receive and
grumble a bit in private. In
your eyes advisers may not be
-giving you proper con-
' sideration.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22 )41244i411..
Don't be pressured into
signing papers about a
business venture. Hidden
factors affect current
negotiations and require in-
vestigation.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Money a possible issue
between you and others. A
social gathering may not
match your mood. Be con-
siderate oft close one's
feelings.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22;
Insisting on your own way
only adds to work com-
plications. Don't let minor
agitation sway you from
seeing the larger picture.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nle
Unconscious resentment
affects romantic relation-
ships. Don't be suspicious of
Meet Rood Runner.
Ks sport is Nein,.
His restaurant is Iterdee's.
adviee you receive. You may
be making too much of a small
thing.
SAGITTARIUS
i Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Neir (IV
The attitude of friends that






( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) WO
A deaf ear to your proposals
by a higher-up could get under
your skin. Communications
with others in general are less
than perfect.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) -121A-44
A slightly aggravated mood
could mar much of the day's
activities. Matters pertaining
to work, travel or finances
could irk you.
PISCES
could seem preoccupied or U.
some way not responsive. A
close ally seems set in hi
ways and not ready to change
YOU BORN TODAY ar.
talented along many creativi
lines. Art, music, wrfting
theater and design are yOui
natural milieu. Your gift for
communication is an asset for
you in business. Avoid a
tendency to scatter your
energies and concentraba. on
the one thing you wish to
succeed in. Don't let timidity
or fearfulness keep you from
daring to be original. You
must do your own thing for
success, but first you' must
find out what that is. Politics
public service, education, law
and advertising are some o
the other avenues open to you
Birthdate of: Bill Cosby
comedian; Van Cliburp
pianist; and Andrew Wxett
artist.
2 Price Sale
THE BEST EATIN' SPECIAL:
- TWO DELICIOUS BIG ROAST BEEF'
\ SANDWICHES FOR ONLY$ 1.99.
Good at all participating Hardee's. Please present this coupon before orderingOne coupon per customer, please. Customer must poy any sales tax dueon the purchase price. Thrs coupon not gopd in combination with any Other offers,
U.S. HI &Chestnut
Murray
tiareleert, "BEST EATIN'ALL AROUND•,,
Coupon expires July /5,1979
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Legion of Mary will meet at
1.30 p.m. and Parish Council,
St. Leo's Catholic Church, will
meet at 7 p.m., at rectory:
Prayer group meting will be
at? p.m. at Seton Center.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 7:30 p.m.
Sur mer Youth Program,
designed to meet the needs of
the prospective or novice
rodeo participant, a Rodeo
Camp, will be held from July





Twilight Cabaret will present
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 a.m.
Thursday, July 12
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a salad supper at the
fellowship-hall at 6:30 p.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will host a
potluck supper at 6 p.m. prior
to the revival services at 7:30
p.m.
IdUrrik- -Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at
Triangle Restaurant at 6 p.m.
Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will perform
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 1:30 p.m.
"star Spangled Girl" will be
presented by Purchase Area




activities will be held at the
Ellis Community Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday, July 12
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Seiner
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Reading
The Woods at 3 p.m., and
Hayride, 7-mile trip along
back-country roads with a
midway stop for a cookout, at
6:30 pin., both at Center
Station. For hayride make
reservations by 1 p.m. with
cost being $1 per person.
Friday, July 13
Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen Pageant, spon-
sored by Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees, will
be held at 7 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. The public is
urged to attend.
Twilight Golf and mem-
bership social will both be at
5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Oaks Country Club Twilight
Golf is scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
A Tennessee Valley
Authority woritship will be
held in the meeting room of
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Fresh
Water Ecology at 2 p.m. and
NatUre's Flashlight at 8 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-










Here's the Diamond Sale you've
been waiting for! Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
ond Save 30% Buy now with easy terms
or Layaway for Christmas.
Friday, July 13
"Star Spangled Girl" will be
presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at
Murray State University





extended to Miss Rhonda
Housden, July 14th bride-elect
of Cary Redden, was the
miscellaneous shower held on
Tuesday, June 26, at 7 p.m. at
the Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan building.
The hostesses were Alicia
McCuiston, Conda Stub-
blefield, and Dawn Redden,
school friends of the honoree,
who presented a corsage of
carnations to Miss Housden.
. Miss Housden opened her
many gifts. Games were
played with the recipients of
the prizes presenting them to
the bride-elect.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, and nuts were served
by the hostesses. Thirty






Mr. and Mrs. LO Rand
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rand, 510 South Eighth Street, Murray,
will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary with an open
house at their home on Saturday, July 14.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m. No invitations have been sent.
Mr. and Mrs. Rand were married July 12, 1919, in Man-
sfield, Ohio, They moved to Murray in 1971 after their
retirement from work in Ohio. -
They hve two daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Wendland of Huron,
Ohio, and Mrs. Juanita Marvin of Murray.
Their five grandchildren are Sharon Hopper, Troy, Ohio,
Vaughn Wendland, Columbus, Ohio, R. Jack Marvin,
Murray, Larry Marvin, Lithia Springs, Ga., and Rick
. Marvin, Merritt Island, Fla. Their five great grandchildren
Untt are Tracy Lynne, and Angela Nicole Marvin, and Leo Edwin,
:----Cheryl Lynn, and Ricky Whaley.
Members of the Eva Wall
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church met
Tuesday, June 26, at 1 p.m. at




opened with prayer and read
scripture from Psalms 12.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music and youth at the
Memorial Church, sang a solo,
"How Great Thou Art," and
led in group singing with
Thrya Crawford as pianist.
Patients requested songs to be
sung.
The group returned to the
church for the business
session. Refreshments were
served by Lois Sanderson to
Laura Jennings, Thrya
Crawford, Margaret Taylor,
Lalah Boyd, Opal Reeves, Dot
Danner, and Nettie McKeel.
CROU E GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Laverne
Crouse, Route 1, Lynnwood
Estates, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl,
Michelle Lee, weighing nine
pounds seven ounces,
measuring 201'2 inches, born
on Monday, July 2, at 10:01
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Michael
Larry, 2. The father is self
employed as a car dealer, and
the mother is on leave from
Fisher Price Toys.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Laverne Crouse of
Murray Route 8 and Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Boyd of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Boyd and Mr.






(Linda), 120 Green Acres Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., Pierce, Baby
Girl (Mary), Rt. 1 Bx. 146,
Hickman.
Dismissals
Mrs. Myra J. Farley, 316
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Linda L. Broach, 22 Riviera
Murray, William
McCuiston, 1704 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Phyllis L.
Turner, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Tammie M. Smith and Baby
Girl, Bx. 55, Gilbertsville,
Mrs Jacqulene D. Hill
and Baby Girl, Rt. 2 Bx. 253N,
Murray, Stephanie J Hays,
P.O. Bx. 406, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara G. Owens, Rt. 1 Bx.
198-B, Hazel, Mrs. Vickie J
Jones, Rt. 1 Bx. 251, Mayfield,
Mrs. Barbara N. Pugh, 1005
Depot, Mayfield, Mrs. ..Birdie
E. Anderson, 709 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Chester A. Burkeen.
Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Fannie
Bazzell, 818 Hurt, Murray,
Fred W. Rose, Rt. 1 Benton
DONOGHuE NAMED
NEW YORK AP, - The
Irish literary scholar Denis Do-
noghue has been appointed
Henry James Professor of Eng-
lish and American Letters at
New York University.
The post, established 13 years
ago, has had only one previous
occupant, Professor Emeritus
Leon Edel.
Donoghue, who will take up
the position in September, is at
present professor of English
and American literature at Uni-
versity College in Dublin,




Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Joyner
of Paris, Tenn., announce the
birth of a baby. boy, Joseph
Martindale (Marty), weighing
nine pounds two ounces, born
on Saturday, July 7, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Joyqier/ of
McKenzie and Mr. and Mrs.
James Martindale of Gad-
sden.
. CHILL LUNCHBAG
Tins of fruit or vegetable
juice that have been frozen
will help keep other foods in






Margot), Rt. 6, Mayfield,
Wilson, Baby Girl ( Mary), Rt.
1, Box 46B, Alm°
Dismissals
Mrs. Brenda C. Pepper, 206
Routon, Parts, Tenn., Mrs.
Nedra L Johnson and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Bx. 114B, Murray,
James E. Morgan, Rt. 3 Bx.
14M, Murray, Sandra L.
Wolfe, 222 S. 12th, Murray,
Mrs. Christine Stephens, Rt. 8
Bx. 579, Murray, Mrs. Norma
J. Ladd, 613 E. 12th, Benton,
Billy J. Boyd, 815 Dobbins,
Paris, Tenn., Taz Cole, 311 E.
12th, Benton, Mrs. Linda S.
Chandler, Bs 296, Puryear,
Tenn., Joe E. Tarry, Rt. 5 Bx.
360, Murray, Mrs. Stephanie
D. Stone, 110 N. College St.
Paris, Tenn., Johnny D.
Elliott, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Debris Warren, 1204 6th,
Hickman, Debra A. Gupton,
Rt. 1 Bx. 90, Murray, Lloyd R.
Long Jr., Rt. 5 Bs. 387,
Murray, Thomas E. Stokes,
1613 Magnolia, Murray, John
H. Jewell, 1510 Johnson,
Murray, Mrs. Mary A. Jones,
411 S. 9th, Murray, Thomas R.
Jones, Apt. 4 Zimmerman,
Murray, Mrs. Vennie L.
Bishop, Be. 19, New Concord,
Mrs. Nutie E. Miller, Bx. 14.1,
Hazel, Amy Paschall, 618
Ellis, Murray, Mrs. Dorothy
L Harper, 101 W. 8th, Benton,
Doughty, Baby Girl, Mayfield,
Riley, Baby Boy. Benton.
RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Jones
and daughter-in-law, Brenda
K. Jones, and granddaughter,
Amy Linn Jones, have
returned from Henderson,
Texas, where they visited
Mrs. Jones' sister at Hen-
derson and brother at San
Antonio, Texas, along with an
aunt, nieces, and nephews.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT - Officers of the Music Department of 
the Murray Woman's
Club elected for the 1979-80 club year at the recent meeting of the ch.+ were
, left to
right, Mrs. Richard Jones, treasurer, Mrs. Don Bennett, vice chairman,
 Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
outgoing chairman, Mrs. Joe Dick secretary, and Mrs. Jack Uddberg, chair
man. Presen-
ting the program, 'The Modern Era' featuring works by Geo
rge Gershwin were Mrs.
Uddberg and Mrs. Frank Schwab. The hostess chairman for the evening was Mrs. 
John
R. Thompson.




Bel-Air CAter and Olympic Plaza
Open Nights Ti! 9, Sunday 1-5





Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
,,DEAR DR. IAMB I
have a terrible weight prob-
tilth and I want some infor-
mation on surgery. I know
about the bypass operation
and I wouldn't have any-
thing to do with it, but I've
read about the stomach
being stapled so that the
patient automatically eats
less but everything goes
through its normal tract.
What do you think about this
operation?
DEAR READER - It's in
its early stage of use and
whenever any procedure is
new, sometimes it's a good
idea to wait and see what the
experience' really is. I
gather from your remarks
that you know that a lot of
people have had trouble with
the intestinal bypass opera-
tion. When it wee -first
started. many enthusiasts
thought it was the ultimate
answer to obesity.
The stapling of the stom-
ach operation you referred
to is being used by some
surgeons because they rec-
ognize the intestinal bypass





GAMMA GAMMA EVENTS-Four new members of
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority, top
photo, are, left to right, Sheila Tidwell, Martha Latham,
1.inda England. and Pam Durham, who sere eelcomed at a
recent meeting. Linda Hunt presented the program on "The
Beautiful You.- New officers elected, bottom photo, are, left
to right. Chris Loftis, first vice, Vicki Overby. second vice,
Julie English, extension officer, Gwen Cooper, correspon-
ding secretary, Becky Phillips, president. and Brenda Jones,
treaserer. Liz Hill. recording secretary, was not present for
picture. The sorority honored outgoing president, Julie
English. IA ith a gift for her outstanding service during the
1978-79 year. Other members present were Earlene Futrell,
Nancy Herndon, Cheryl Hyneman, and Marlene Waldrop.
DISHES & THINGS
Hwy. 94 East-1 mile out
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-6
Ironstone Dinnerware
Sets  $16.00
Canister Sets  $12.00 Imp
Bowl & Pitchers  $7.95
Wine Sets  $12.25
Cookie Jars  $4.00 up
LOTS OF OTHER ITEMS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
problems. What remains to
be seen is how much trouble
is caused by stapling the
stomach.
It's not a simple operation.
Any time you have to open
the abdomen, it's not simple.
Basically. you can think of
the stomach as a large can-
vas bag. The surgeon puts
two rows of staples near the
top of the stomach. Right in
the middle of the two rows
he leaves a space where no
staples are put.
The final result is that the
upper part of the stomach is
a small food pouch with a
small outlet to allow the food
to pass on to the lower part
of the stomach. The small
food pouch is not able to
store much solid food, so
after the staple operation a
person has to eat very small
meals to avoid getting pain
or having nausea and vomit-
ing. It doesn't prevent a
person from consuming
large amounts of liquid high
calorie foods.
It simply prevents some
people from consuming too
many calories. There's no
magic to it. It fits corn-
pletelY with the basic rule
th.. .. you decrease your
calories enough, you will
lose fat.
Even the surgeons who
have been developing the
operation agree that it
shouldn't be used if you can
enable a person to lose fat
through other means — spe-
cifically, restriction of calo-
ries and increase in calorie
use by the body.
So, I'm not going to recom-
mend -the stomach staple
operation to people at this
time. Since its effects are
strictly through calorie con-
troeel would much prefer to
see patients achieve this
Without undergoing major
surgery.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7,
Weight Losing Diet, which is
a basic diet you could use
and learn to live with. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
If you have a major weight
problem, I think you should
certainly be under medial
supervision .-But the two ma-
jor tools that you should use
wee calorie control and in-
crease in physical activity.
Perhaps a third ingredient
should be added — it's called
patience. You have to lose
fat slowly to lose weight
safely. And you must learn
to cat properly and develop
a proper life style, othervOse
the problem will simply
recur.
SUNGLASSES
Since many live in
sunglasses in the'summer,
persons want to make sure to
pick a style that will do the
most for the appearanees.
Square-shaped faces look best
with round or oval frames. A
round face needs square
sunglasses. Heart and
triangular-shaped faces look
good in oval or rectanular
frames. And an oval face can




(It'll keeprou comm' back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ve eaten all
you want and you re ready
. to have a good day'
ALL THE COFFEE'
YOU WANT
• Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want.
too We wantyou toe more tf-
start the day off right, and





BREAKFAST BuFFET • OPEN 6- tO A M DAILY
SIRLOIN STOCKADE,
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
4cQ Mu. 'ai'or)anes0 Waterfield Speaks At HardinSchool Reunion Held, School
Murray Art Guild Has
Festival Review, Meet
The Murray Art Guile net
Thursday, July 5, to finish
reviewing the 1979 Land
Between the Lakes Arts and
Crafts Festival and to elect
new officers
'Guild members felt that the
festival, which for 10 jean
they have co-sponsored eith
the Tennessee Valley
Authority, was perhaps the
best every, and they thanked
this year's president, Mrs.
Patricia Miller, and TVA
representative Roy Walker for
a successful show, a Guild
spokesman said. Plans are
now being made for next
year's festival.
New officers elected- were




Mrs. Marcella Rung, new
program chairman, said she
was planning a series of
lectures and workshops for
1979-80 which will be an-
nounced later.
Many of the members
stayed for an afternoon
painting session ad plan to
meet every Thursday af-
ternoon during July at 1 p.m.
to paint. Any one interested in
joining these sessions is
welcome, including beginners,
Mrs. Clark said.
Nearly 100 persons heard
Harry Lee Waterfield laud the
people and the schools of his
day in western Kentucky
which aided him in his climb
to the lieutenant governor's
office for two terms and to the
presidency of.. Investor's
Heritage Insurance Company.
Waterfield, with his wife
Laura, mentioned his birth at
Tobacco in Calloway County,
his graduation from Hardin
School in 1925, and from
Murray State College ie 1932,
as major milestones on the
road to success. He completed
high school at Murray.
It was the third annual
meeting for the Hardin High
School Alumni AssoCiation at
Marshall County High School.
Representatives from most
of the 40 classes that were
graduated at Hardin were
present including two from the
hitt class of 1917: Louis




The 50th anniversary class
of 1929 had only one member
on hand, Mrs. Mary Walker
Norwood of Benton.
The group reelected Dr. Ray
Mofield of Hardin and Benton
as president; and Mrs.
Dorothy Holland Warren of
Hardin, as secretary-
treasurer.
Next year's meeting on
July 5, 1980, may be held at
Hardin Community Center,
now under construction on the
old school grounds. If this
building is not completed or
unavailable, the meeting will
again be held at the central
high school at Draffenville.
Dr. Mofield is trying to
gather information for a
histom y of Hardin school which
may be published by next
year. He is appealing to
anyone who nught have in-
formation on any of the
classes from 1917 through 1956
to write him at RH!) 1, Box e4,
Hardin, Ky, 42048. So far, he
has information on all classes
except, 1919, 1920, 1921,. 1923,
1925, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1934,
1938, 1939, 1945, 1946, 1948,
1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953,
1954, 1955, 1956, or 18 down and
22 to go!
HOLLAND TULIPS
Holland is famous for tulips-
-but, ateording to annual sales
figures--the nation's top
blooms are roses, followed by
freesias. Tulips are in third
place.
1.







• Sc E NT OF COUNTRY FLOWERS.
MOUNTAIN HERBS
OR 100%

























































DEODORANT 1 5 0%
REGULAR UNSCENTED OR QUICK DRY
hfamii   EN F A M IL
INFANT FORMULA
REGULAR OR WITH IRON 974
• READY TO USE
• FOR BABY'S FIRST










• AVAILABLE AR 10 EMCEEING CEIEIBIA_AND FROST
SHADES BE DRAMATIC UP TO THE MINUTE coLons
• SOFT LEAD FOR EASY APPLICATION SMOOTH
BLENDABBETY GREAT COLOR LAY DOWN'
• TO SIIADOW SHAPE LINE AND DEFINE




6. HOW TO TAKE
• ANY SIDE EFFECTS?
• CAN YOU DRIVE,
• SHOULD YOU DRINK'
• GENERIC NAMES
• INTERACTIONS WITH
OTHER DRUGS' Er FOODS






































• Kri CONTAINS ONE I'. OZ NORWEGIAN ,
FORMULA HAND CREAM FIVE BODY Oti
RACKETTES TWO IFt. OZ RAINBATEI
THREE 101 NEUTROGENA SOAPS
• THE SPACE SAVER









































































SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE
ON YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION
GENERIC DRUGS ARE ANOTHER WAY THAT BEGLEY'S CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
How MUCH DEPENDS ON THE DRUG. WE CARRY ONLY THOSE GENERIC DRUGS
THAT WE CAN DISPENSE —AND YOU CAN TAKE - WITH COMPLETE ASSURANCE
IN THEIR QUALITY.
ASK YOUR DOCTOR OR BEGLEY PHARMACIST ABOUT GENERICS.
OLIMIITTEY B4OUTS 
REIKIESID


































































A new study for the Kentucky
Commission on Women leaves
no doubt at all that spouse
abuse, the fancy name for wife-
beating, is a serious problem in
Kentucky.
Even allowing for error, the
study shows that abuse of wives
is far more prevalent than most
of us suspected.
One of every 10 Kentucky
women has been abused in the
past year by her husband or the
man she lives with. That's the
dismaying final statistic.
If you expand the question to
ask how many women have ex-
perienced such abuse at any
time, the grim answer is — one
in every five. r"'" •
This is what The respected
Louis Harris polling
organization found in a special
study for the Kentucky com-
mission.
If anything, moreover, the in-
cidence of wife abuse is
probably understated. There's
a tendency for such sordid
episodes not to be reported. It is
most accurate about women in
lower income brackets. They
are the ones who show up in the
hospital emergency rooms.
Higher-income women go to
their own doctors.
But the study makes it clear
that abuse is fairly evenly
spread across all segments of
society. The rate is put at 11
percent for lower-income
women, 10 percent for the mid-
dle incomes and 8 percent for
the upper ones.
Clearly, then, the problem of
battered wives can no longer be
laughed off or brushed aside as
trivial. It isn't trivial. What is
dismaying is to realize the ex-
tent to which this latent violen-
-WRITE A LETTER
Letters tally editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced .wtrenever, :possible -
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
Limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence t9:
Editor, The Murray_ Ledger .1c
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
_Funny
Funny. World
Mortgage borrowing is at the Seven
Dwarfs stage. When you apply, you're
bashful. When it's available, you're
happy. When you hear the rates, you're
grumpy. If you accept it, you're
dopey."
(Orben's Current Comedy)
Wirray Ledger & Times
cusps 300-700)
Publisher  Walter I.,.(&=
Editor  R Gene M
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Child-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 43071, Second Class Postage Paid at
klitKy. 421371z
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
pursers, $2 75 per month, payable in advance
Oy mall in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
lin, Mayfield, Sedges and Farmington, K y and
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, Is, $12 00 per
year. By mall to other destinations, $37 50 per
pear
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Pres.s
daisociabon and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Aaaociated Press Ls exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
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ce is affecting life in our state.
Clearly, also, women are vic-
tims. This is not to deny that
there is some incidence of
husband-beating, too. But it's
women who are the most
abused and who have the least
recourse.
It's true tnat assault is
already a crime and in that sen-
se that the law has already
provided a remedy.
But this is obviously a special
form of assault, and its
prevalence makes it clear that
the law is inadequate to cope
with this special form.
It's heartening, really, that
the commission doesn't recom-
mend legislation yet. The
report which was made public
at the commission's annual
meeting last week in Louisville,
is only the first phase of a com-
prehensive study by a task for-
ce. The second phase, con-
sisting of interviews with
judges, law enforcement of-
ficials, attorneys and coun-
selors, is still going on. Recom-
mendations for legislation are
being solicited from groups and
individuals across the state in a
position to know the problem in-
timately.
In other words, the com-
mission is approaching its task
responsibly, not ideologically.
Its recommendations, when it
makes them, will be based on
thorough study and on facts,
not emotion.
Its startling and shocking fin-
dings about the extent of abuse,
meanwhile, has already made
a valuable eontribution. Wife-
beating is not a joke; it's





Heartlhie is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — Fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Bearable, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies wilt
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have heard that
persons receiving Veteran's
Administration pensions may be af-
fected by the cost of living increases
given by Social Security. Can you ex-
plain? — C.W.
The first cost-of-living increase in
Social Security payments since passage
of last year's Veteran's Administration
pension reform bill will affect more
than 2.5 million VA pensioners in a
variety of ways.
VA officials said the increase will
bring a 9.9 percent boost in monthly
payments for approximately 100,000
veterans and their beneficiaries
enrolled under the new pension plan.
For those who chose to remain under
the old pension plan there is an upward
adjustment in the income limitation
ceiling.
Congress last year linked VA pen-
sions to Social Security cost-of-living
hikes when it enacted a new VA pension
program that gave pension recipients a
choice of converting or remaining
under the existing plan.
VA officials say almost 400,000 ap-
plications have been received for
conversion to the new pension program
and that another 200,000 are expected
before the end of 1979.
While the new program offers higher-
pension rates than the old one, all in-





WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, after blaming the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries for
America's economic woes, is now
praising SaucfrArabia as a good friend
of the United States.
The presidentat first accused the oil
cartel of causing world suffering and
possibly an election-year recession in
the United States. He seemed to he
running for re-election as thoughAW
were his Opponent.
„ But now he has gone out of his way to
thank the cartel's most important
member for pumping a little more oil,
promising to ease fuel shortages but
swelling for a while the petroleum
imports Carter has promised to cut.
The president's zigzag runs counter
to the advice given him by his domestic
policy aide, Stuart Eizenstat, who had
said "a statement which goes light on
OPEC ... will not convince the public
that anything is different."
The seeming inconsistency thus
leaves questions about whether Carter
can seize what his advisers tell him is
an unprecedented opportunity to rally
— the nation, cure the nation's energy
sickness and enhance his chances for
re-election.
, Ironically, the cartel's huge pr
ice
Increases were seen in the White Hquse
as a political windfall for Carter.
As OPEC acted. American voters
Bible Thought
I and my Father are one. 
John
10:30.
Jesus visited this world to 
show
us what God is like. God's' 
love is'
like the love of Jesus. Take a 
good
loot, He is your Saviour.
were fuming in gasoline lines, inflation
was running at an annual rate of more
thag 13 percent despite nearly a year of
anti-inflation efforts by Carter, a
recession was viewed as all but certain
and the president's approval rating had
sunk to virtually the lowest point of any
president since the advent of public
opinion polling.
The price increase, while it promised
to worsen inflationary pressures and
'dampen economic growth, gave Carter
someone else to blame.
It also added to a crisis atmosphere
that may have scared Congress enough
to follow where Carter wants to lead.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell said the OPEC boost and long
gas lines had made Congress more
receptive to Carter initiatives than at
any time since he took office.
Maybe so. After rejecting virtually
every proposal made by Carter over the
last two years to curb the U.S. thirst for
imported oil, the House passed the
president's oil-profits tax and Congress
began talking seriously about reviving
a standby plan to ration gasoline.
Criticism of Carter's decontrol of
domestic oil prices receded.
Eizenstet wrote a memorandum to
Carter ed June 28, which was later
published in the Washington Post. His
advice: "assert leadership ... shift the
cause for inflation and energy problems
to OPEC ... seize this opportunity." He
said it could be Carter's last -chance
At first Carter followed that lead. He
said OPEC's price boost would cause
"worldwide suffering." Then he said it
makes a U.S. recession "more likely."
Then Powell said it is "at the root of all
our economic problems."
counted in calculating his pension.
Under the old plan, pension rates are
lower but certain income is excluded.
The 9.9 percent increase for new
pension program recipients means that
a single veteran with no income will
receive 13,902 a year, up from the
current $3,550.
A veteran with one dependent and no
other income will receive $5,112, an
increase from the present $4,651. For
each additional child, the rate is $660 a
year.
A surviving spouse with no dependent
children or income will receive $2,615,
up from the current $2,379.
A surviving spouse with one
dependent child now receives up to
$3,116 and will get $3,425 under the'
increased rates.
When the surviving spouse of a
veteran is not eligible for VA pension,
or if the child is an orphan, the child's
rate is $660 a year.
VA officials today renewed their
Suggestion that veterans or their
beneficiaries wishing full information
on the pension choices open to them
contact The nearest VA office or consult
a service officer of one of the national
veteran's organizations in their home
community.
The increase in pension benefits
became effective the first of June. It
will be reflected in the July pension
checks.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 65
years old in September. At that time, I
will be starting my Social Security
benefits and go on Medicare. I have
heard from many of my friends that the
Medicare program does not pay
medical bills very well. I will need an
insurance policy to help with my
Medicare. Do you have any
suggestions? — F.P.
Over the past six years, Heartline has
received many questions and com-
plaints concerning the purchase not
only of Medicare supplement insurance
policies but the purchase of regular
health insurance also. Heartline has
researched this problem because of the
large number of complaints against
insurance companies which we have
been receiving on a regular basis.
We now have a list of very in-
formative tips in purchasing health
insurance. For a free copy of Hear-
tline's Tips on Buying Health
Insurance, write to Heartline Tips, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose 25 cents for
postage and handling with your
request.
RAFFITIr













Senator Conn Linn, president,priS tern of ,the state senate, cam
e'
under heavy political attack for not supporting the c
ounty wide
local option' bill contrary to campaign pledges. Th
e charges were
of such extremity, the senator vowed he would mov
e to Oklahoma
at the conclusion of the current session. The 
charges levied against
Senator Linn were never convincingly substantiated, 
however the
western Kentucky press was of sufficient influ
ence for the senator
to make good his forecast he would leave t
he state. (He became a
successful high office holder later in Oklahoma
.)
The City of Murray appeal of the circuit co
urt verdict awarding
Dr. C. N. Crawford $2,500 for damages in fa
ilure of the city to
execute an option for the electric plant was 
reversed by the Court
of Appeals in Frankfort. Councilmen were del
ighted when hearing
the news for the city was having enough tr
ouble corralling the
farmers•-agitation to have the county seat mo
ved to Hazel. The
change could have become a reality for farm
 folks had become
thoroughly disgusted with Murray as the county 
seat where cows
were enjoying free lunches from farmers' w
agons. A fortunate farm
division of sentiment had already occurred 
with Hazel district being
chosen as the location of the new county 
high school when folks
of New Concord held it should have been the 
chosen site. The new
county high school at Hazel boasted 80 boardi
ng students with 25
taking high school classses at the conclusion of 
the school year April
17, 1910. Fall term would get underway 
Sept. 1.
In another corner of the county expectatio
ns grew when a new
bank was organized at Kirlcsey with' stockholders pledging $15,000
for stock and a new brick 20X40 foot buil
ding. Bank officers
were: W. P. Dulaney, president; Carl Ross, vice
 president, and R. L.
Williams, cashier. Directors were T. A. 
James, C. E. Clark, Eulous
Cunningham, N. G. Edwards, Lawson Radford,
 Alvis Edmonds, Dr.
Starks, Charlie Broach and Mr. Dulaney. 
The bank would be an
asset for the 300 town residents.
The county ,medical society, in keeping with 
the progress of
the county, announced an advance in professional r
ates, $1 for pre-
scription, day calls at home $1.50, night calls $2,
 and a 50 cents
a mile for rural residents. The maintenance of 
a team and driver
on 24 hour call accounts for the heavy mileage cha
rge, but not




-10 1 ears Ago
- A "Dog Ordinance" for the city of
Murray will be proposed at the next
meeting of the Murray City Council,
according to a discussion made after a
report by Buddy Hewitt, chairman 4
the Special Problems Committee of the
Council.
The city of Hazel has received a loan
from the Farmers Home
Administration in the amount of
$180,000 to refinance and improve the
city's water and sewer sys
Deaths reported includ
Wilson, 8.
A special repok on the National
Jamboree of the Boy Scouts to be held
at Farragut State Park, Ici,aho, July 16-
22, written by Larry Robinson, Murray
Scout, is published today.
Miss Wanda Gail Morris, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Morris, was
married to Larry David Wright, son of
Mr. and Mrs. David Wright, on June 6
at the Green Plain Church of Christ.
20 Years Ago
Jimmy Thompson, Kentucky vice
president of the Future Farmers of
America, and his advisor, Leroy
Eldridge, both of Murray Training
School, will attend the National
Leadership Conference of the FFA at
Washington, D. C., starting July 20.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lura
Clark, 75.
Harold Clingerman, Regional
Representative of the National
Association of the Real Estate Board,
was speaker at the dinner meeting held
July 9 by the Murray Real Estate Board
and their guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora King announce the
engagement of their daughter, Linda,
to Gene Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Parker.
Chuck Shuffett was elected president
• of the new booster type organization for
the Murray State College basketball
team just formed here. Other officers
are Bill Barker, Joe Dick, and James
Rogers.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Max Wilson and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Turner.
30 Years Ago
The crop conditions in Calloway
County were listed as "fair" today by S.
V. Foy, county agent. Prospects for a
good crop were about 30 per cent less
now than they were three weeks ago
before the present rains started, Foy
said.
A 22 year old Paducah man, Wayne
B. Giles, drowned yesterday in the
Tennessee river just below Kentucky.
Dam. He was caught in the swift :
current from the navigation locks. He- I
was known as an avid swimmer, a
spokesman said.
Paul Blackwood of the U. S.
Department of Education will speak on
"Science In the Elementary School" at
the luncheon planned by the Calloway
County Branch of the Association of
Childhood Education at the Murray
State College cafeteria on July 21,
according to Mrs. Leonard Wood of the
ACE.
Miss June Watt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Watt, and Wade Pool, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool, all of
Highland Park, Mich., were married
June 18 at the Highland Park Free Will
Baptist Church. The Pools are formerly
from Calloway County.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Pete McCoil, June 28, girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Alexander, June 29,




By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 11, the
192nd day of 1979. There are 173 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: 4
On this date in 1955, the new U.S: Air
Force Academy was dedicated at
Lowry Air Base in Colorado. •
On this date:
In 1767, the sixth American president,
• John Quincy Adams, was born in
Braintree, Mass.
In 1864, American statesman
Alexander Hamilton was mortally
wounded by Vice President Aaron Burr
in a pistol duel at Weehawken, N.J.
In 1814, a British fleet captured the
town of Eastport, Maine.
Ten years ago: A federal appeals
court in Boston reversed the con-
victions of pediatrician Dr. Benjamin
Spock and three others found guilty in
1968 of conspiring to counsel evasion of
the military draft.
Five years ago: The United States
announced it was ready to accept a 200-
mile economic zone for coastal areas as
well as a 12-mile territorial limit as part
of an international law-ofthe-sea
package.
One year ago: At least 180 people
were killed in Spain when a truck
carrying industrial gas exploded and
set a fire at a campsite on the
Mediteranean coast.
Today's birthdays: Actor Yul
Brynner is 59. Opera* tenor Nicolai
Gedda is 54. Singer Hermann Prey is 50.
Thought for today: Life is made up of
marble and mud -- Nathaniel
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SHIRTS Was $6.99 Now $500
Men's Dress
SLACKS Was $12.97 Now $800
Boy's
JOG
SHORTS Was $2.971" ;200
Boy's
GARANIMAL


























































cooler has easy grip han-







Hydraulic floor jack that of-
fers smooth, easy operation
whenever pushing or Ming
is required Features heavy
duty construction with an
adjustable top. Includes 3-
piece extension handle.
Use horizontally, verticaNy
or at an angle. 5-ton capa-
city.
Q.
.  ..........o.... ...
......40."..44MO... ---no.V.....11...zoz....S.....•
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Family We cooking grill
features mobae/patio






Popcorn, Cheese dm /9 or













forget to take along
sdme paper plates. Pack
of 100 - 9-inch plates. Si Qt. Size
Golden Harvest FreezerWide Mouth
Mason Jars Tare
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twill Always 10t1 Of
Is Your Card Punched?!
This Week
1900.00
Save 29 % Big John Enriched
Save Big John Soft
OLEO
Sees 15% Marisa Reese
BAKED BEANS
Save 20t lirle Park
PANCAKE MIX
Sore 9 livie Park
WAFFLE SYRUP








GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46 Oz Cie 694 We 12 Sai*
Sew 20 Sushi,' tacker with mt..) sae 
sign
16 Oz. Su 1 7 4CHEEZ-IT 9 ' 6
Save 11 AI large R Size 
DRESSING WOJut
L 32 O. 84111179'GASS PLUS
Saes 15% Uplee's Pre Someone!
ICE TEA MIX
Sate 9 Keehler Town Hem
CRACKERS
Son 9% UM& tees...
FUDGE STICKS
Shop These




WESSON OIL 38 Oz.
K 
KARACLE MIT of 99VslI




PORK & BEANS 411"
Swett.% Rosedale Golden
Um 33 lc Fei Delete Nue
PIZZA 11 Ch. Plig I 7
Sim 14 % Spun
LUNCHEON . $119
MEAT 120z Can 111
5.6 litairtiCa"
PO .*BEANS% oz. Ca. Fit3 89'
Saw 14 Chi/ 11•1 k
CANNELLONI
Save I s Reishoosee s Frozen
EGO BEATERS









Goerter Pork Loin Sliced I&
SLICED 






















'‘;'= CLIP & SAVE
hisisse teachers
CREEZIT
T•N applicable te e 1.4rei one oupoom
per lamole •t BIG JOHNS lb, Alp o
oz794
Bi I IGI IJIOIHINI'S







(5 LB. Or Morel (5 R.Ork ore)
LB.  59c 5.39c
Frozen I ueellnied
BEEF I ;II it
BURGER P 1111 S
(SIB. Or More) (5 1 (Or 4cre
LB 89c I 5'.
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(5 LB. Or Morel
LB. 29c
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JOHN'S - YOU NEVER HAVE
TO BUY '10.00 WORTH
OF GROCERIES JUST














WiENERS 12az PIII 89'








Lela End Or Rib
PORK ROAST
Big Jahn Saw Testier U S Choice
BEEF POT ROAST
Big Jolla Soper Tera4m U.S. Cheige
BONELESS CHUCK STEAK it 4189
Big Jelin Soper Tender U S. arks




























GREEN BEANS Assorted Fruit Roots
Tropi-Cal-0 FRUIT DRINK
LB 494 4 FOR 98'












Mr I CLIP & SAVE az
I '1" OFF ON THEPURCHASE OF ANY
2 LAYER CAKEak•7
T•x applic•Pl. to rag. Proc.. Lirnk one co00.
par family at BIG JOHNS H.,044.17' •'
.-4•••••••
oJ', 13! I IGIlJIOiHlNIS..
PAY LESS
AT BIG JOHN'S













BIG JOHN'S DELI HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN
INSTANT PARTY!!





Cooked Fresh Several Times Deii$
3 PIECE
CHICKEN DINNER hell $169
Big John Noma We
BAKED BEANS i.e 89sum., Dry
HARD SALAMI LB $399
Every MieNAnd Bese dBig joha's Is
DISCOUNT PRICED!! 
ec!,19(4e.
'17$ She Sew, 32%
COLGATE 701 994
'I" Size Save 25 ‘2" Size Sive 26% Uyiormief
PEPTO MOUTHWASH
eisma 0, 69' :149
'V' Sirs Save 15 IL Ove A Dee Plel *weir
VITAMINS 60







FREE HOLLY HOBBIE GLASS
oily Hobble WITH COUPON
GLASSES
OFFER LIMITED WHILE SUPPLY LASTS- HO RE-ORDERS!





1/1 CLIP & SAVE
FREE
12 Or. HOLLY MORRIE GM —
'Fun Is Dovish'
P".  WITH COUPON
Ta• alaidirabI• •.% (omit ono tour.%
amatttv at VG JORNIS Med V4s
BI IGI
• t•etuirsila), Jut} tt.




UM PRE-COLLEGE — Participants in a recent Pre-College Conference at The Univer-
sity of Mississippi included (from left) Lore Landolt of Murray, a graduate of Murray
High School; Jennifer Hiatt of St. Louis, Mo., a graduate of Parkway Central High School;
Lisa Schoentag of St. Louis, Mo., a graduate of Parkway North High School; and Linda
Apperson of Murray, a senior at Murray High School. Pre-college sessions for en-
tering freshmen and transfer students serve as an orientation to the campus and cam-
pus life, and also allow students to register for the fall term The sessions are spon-
sored each summer by the Student Counseling Center at Ole Miss. Miss Landolt is the





300 South 8th St. Adjacent to The Hospital.
With Fast, Friendly Service
for your Convenience.
SHOP AT AND SAVE!
Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 A.M to 6 P.M
Diesel Problems Hit Towboat Industry
PADUCAH, Ky. AP —
Consumers may not be a ware
of diesel fuel problems in the
towboat industry, but their
pocketbooks will soon be
getting the message.
a4though increased diesel
nrices in that industry have
not been as publicized as tnoee
in the trucking business, they
are about the same.
The price of diesel fuel,
which runs towboats, has
doubled since the first of the
year - from an average of 40
cents to 80 cents a gallon.
Robert Cecil, a public in-
formation officer for the U.S.
Energy Departr,gent, said
yesterday that "the price is
going to have a ripple effect on
the cost of a wide range of
products.
But as far as I know, no one
has been able to sit down and
figure out just how much the
cost to the consumer will be
because it is all still unfolding,
day by day... All I can say is
that diesel prices will go
higher."
Cecil said the recent crude
oil price increases by member
nations of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries have yet to take
their full effect.
He also said that a user tax
on river fuel, beginning with
four cents a gallon, takes
effect in October 1980.
Bill Webb, another energy
department staff member,
said by telephone from
Textile Workers Continue
Strike Against Levi Strauss
By MATT YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
— Textile workers are vowing
to continue their strike against
a Levi Strauss jeans plant
after a federal judge Tuesday
jailed four persons — in-
cluding two union leaders —
for contempt of court in the
now-violent dispute.
U.S. District Judge Robert
L. Taylor also ordered
everyone who was on the
picket line at the Maryville
plant's gates Tuesday to
appear in court today to face
contempt charges.
"I've never been in jail in
my life," Ima Jean Sparks,
one of the picketers, said late
Tuesday. "But if I have to go
to jail, I will. And when I get
out. I'll be right back on the
picket line."
Taylor ruled the four per-
sons and United Garment
Workers Union Local 402 were
guilty of contempt for
violating his June 25 order
forbidding picketing at the
plant. He fined the union $1,000
and said it would be fined
another $1,000 for each day the
26-day-old strike continues.
..i'The court has done its
.deadlevel best to get these
people back to work and to get
the controversy settled,"
Taylor said. "The union and.
NOTICE
"The regular Annual Meeting' of Members44 the
West Kentucky Rural Eledric Cooperative Cor-
poration will be held this year oil Saturday, July
14, al the offices of West 1Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, Mayfield, Kentucky.
"The meeting will begin at 3:00 o'clock p.m.
.Daylight Saving Time. The guest speaker will be
Jerry Smith, Jackson, Tennessee.
"All members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric






some of its members • have
shown an absolute disregard
for the order of this court."
Taken by federal marshals
to the Blount County Jail at
Maryville were Local 402
President Norma Jennings,
Vice President Jerry Cutshaw
and two union members,
Delbert Linginfelter and Bill
Wallace.
Taylor sakd he would
require an affidavit from each
of the four that they will
comply with his orders before
he is willing to consider
releasing them from jail.
The action was taken after
company officials were pelted
with eggs, cola, cake and paint
when they went to the plants'
gates Monday. It was the first
violente in the dispute since
some 900 textile workers
walked out June 15 to protest
alleged harassment by a
company supervisor.
Manager Charles Sparks
testified tie officials were
trying to reopen the plant
Monday after a week's
vacation bit said the gate
remained locked because the
pickets would not allow them
through.
Boone Doue4erty, an at-
torney for the union, con-
tended the company officials
went to the gate on': create, a
. confrontation and had no
intention of reopenng the
plant.
Hoping to end the dispute,
Taylor ordered Levi Srauss
last Friday to tempoeeily
take back Mrs. Jenningsand
eight other workers 'he
company suspended as beng
leaders of the walkout.
Levi Strauss officials sad
they reluctantly would compk
with the judge's order but stili
intended to carry the
Nations's Governors




Mrs. Jennings said she had
urged the workers to go back
to their jobs. But, she said,
they told her they distrusted
arbitration and would return
only when the company lifts
the suspensions entirely.
Taylor also ordered U.S.
Attorney John Cary to in-
vestigate alleged incidents of
shots being fired into the home
a Levi Strauss supervisor and
stones being thrown at Mrs.
Jennings' mobile home.
Washington Tuesday that the
department is trying to build
the supply of digsel fuel to 240
million barrels by Oct. 1,
mainly to take care of in-
creased use of heating oil next
winter. The fuels are similar.
"Fill 'er up" for a towboat
itsusally means 60,000 to 90,000
gallons. Operators surveyed
randomly by a Louisville
newspaper Tuesday said they
had paid as much as $1.20 a
gallon recently, but that the
price has eased off to about an
average of 80 to 85 cents.
According to the
Washington officials, the
relief may be temporary.
Exactly how the increase in
fuel cost will affect the con-
sumer is unknown.
Towboat rates are almost
impossible to figure over a
substancial period of time
because prices - are not
uniform across the region,
according to Robert Day, vice
president of Walker Towing
Co. of Paducah.
Day said he may soon have
to do what some other com-
panies are doing: charging a
flat rate plus the increase in
fuel — the systrm used by
electric utility companies for
the controversial fuel-
adjustment clause where the.
increase in coat the month
before is added 'separately-TO -
the power bill without going
through the state Energ
Regulatory Commission.
Towboats transport about 16
percent of the nation's freight,
but a much higher percentage
of raw materials for all kinds
of manufacturing.
Day said the only thing
certain is higher awl prices —
and -you can be sure they'rc
not going back down the
January level anytime
soon.. and the higher the























LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The nations' governors voted
Tuesday to endorse
designating Jan. 1 as a day
honoring the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. rather than
setting a new holiday in honor
of the civil rights leader.
The recommendation by the
executive committee of the
National Governors'
Association was adopted
without debate at the closing
session of the 71st annual
meeting of the group.
The prosal differs from
legislation `now pending in
Congress that would establish
Jan. 15 as a national holiday in
honor of King. January 15 is
King's birthday.
Gov.John Dalton of Virginia
had proposed changing the
date to Jan. 1 to avoid creating
a new holiday which he said





LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The annual joint meeting of
the Kentucky and Indiana
junior historical societies will
be held July 16-19 at the
Holiday Inn North.
The officers of the two state
organizations will discuss
leadership, joint projects and
the future for junior historical
organizations.
The Kentucky Junior
Historical Society is an
organization for students in
grades 4 through 12, allowing
them to take part in individual
and group history projects
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Our Reg. 13.44. Our
finest quality, for all-
season protection.
9-year durability. Re-
sists peeling and blister-
ing on wood, masonry
and asbestos siding In
fade-resistant, color-
fast colors Custom col-
ors at no extra cost.
Easy to apply. Dries


































































Fresh Horne Grown Red Ripe
Tomatoes Lb. 49c
Home Grown "SunGlo" Sweet
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7 I 17
Good Olsly *7 PI...
2 Lb. Bag
9 In. 2 In Pkg.
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A Decline
Youth Baseball Interest
Lowers As Players Age
By TONY Wll-SON
Sports Editor
It starts with stands jam-
packed with parents as their
five- and six-year-old tots trot
around the bases in mice-like
fashion while fielders scurry
after.the ball. That'sl-Ball.
After two years, a child
advances to Park League —
the ball is delivered un-
derhanded, and confusion
remains prevalent among the
players on the field.
Sophistication arrives with
a ehild's advancing to Ken-
tueky League. Pitchers
become pitchers, coaches are
. a bit more serious, but it's real
entertainment for baseball
fans. The players are still
young enough for one to see
two runners on the same base
a few times a game, and a fly
ball looks to be a cork bobbing,
judging by the way the fielder
totters under it..
But another, though just as
interesting, trend may be
noticed in watching
everything from T-Ball, to
Park League, to Kentucky
League (9- and 10-year olds),
to Little League (11-12), to
Pony League (13-14) and
finally to Colt League (15-16)
baseball.
Parent interest seems to
decline with the advancement
to each league. In other words,
the more. consistent a youth
becomes in hitting a baseball
or burrowing his nose on a
ground ball, the less times the
parents are around to see it.
Several theories may be
introduced as to why, so here
goes:
— Baseball, or-any other
sport, is not unlike other
growing-up processes; the
.older a child becomes, the less
involved his parents are.
— in the lower leagues,
mistakes are as common as
bubble gum, and there is
absolutely no pressure on the
players. But as the a player
moves up the scale, so does
the involvment of the coaches.
Parents simply grow tired of
hearing the critical remarks
about a child, maybe theirs.
— Though this one may be
linked to the first theory, it is a
bit different. A seven-year-old
is faced with problems like
getting to and from practices
and games and putting the
right sneaker on the right foot.
Parents are simply forced into
being more involved at a
child's younger age.
But a decline in interest isn't
just limited to the parents. For
example, in the Murray
Baseball Association this
season, there are eight
Kentucky League teams and
seven Little League squads.
But the Pony League teams
drop to four, and the Colt
League has only three squads.
The critical age for youths,
then, seems to be around 12.
Why? Let's try again.
— With the attraction of big-
time high school and college
athletics, children are made
aware that they must
specialize in a sport to be good
at it. Therefore, many drop
baseball entirely to con-
centrate on a sport in which
they might own more talent.
— Kids in general have
more activities that can oc-
cupy their time. The increased
availability of sports like
swimming and soccer give
them more variety.
— „Parents don't offer as
much encouragment — some
call it pressure — for their
child to play baseball. The All-
American boy no longer has a
bowl haircut, wears black-
and-white sneakers and has a
worn-out mitt permanently
attached to his arm.
Good or bad, youth-league
baseball is changing. A fan
may still go out almost
anytime and watch organized
competition, but he may have
to look a little harder.
Murray Baseball Association
Sports
The Astros Cory Wells beats a throw to Twins third baseman Scott Butwell during last night's Kentucky League baseball
game. The Twins won, 3-1.
by Tod WiLson
Vande Zande, Gross Returning
With Pan-American Gold Medals
Murray State's represen-
tation in the 1979 Pan
American Games will be
returning home with team
gold medals.
Capt. Ernie Vande Zande, a
1971 Murray State graduate
and currently stationed at Ft.
Benning, Ga., with the U.S.
Army Marksmanship Detach-
ment, and Mike Gross, a
senior printing management
major from Menomonee
Falls, Wisc., were part of the
tour-man U.S. air rifle team
which won a gold medal (first
Roberts Leads Braves In Colt League
COLLEAGUE
Robin Rterts pitched a
four-hitter and clubbed twvil
hits, including a double, to
give. the Braves a 4-3 victory
over the Giants yesterday. In
the nightcap, the Giants edged
the Tigers 7-6.
Ronnie Pace and Kim
Wilson doubled for the Braves,
who jumped to a 3-1 lead.
Don Hargrove come on in
relief to hurl the Giants to
their triumph. Marty
McCuiston slammed a home
run for thewinners, and Mark
Smith added a double.
Todd ,Rutherford rapped
three hits-for the Tigers, and
Donnie Thompson tripled.
Thursday — Braves vs
Tigers; Tigers VS:giants (ends
season).
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Ed Hendon slammed a
triple and drove in two runs to
help the Twins beat the Astros
3-1 last night in a Kentucky
League baseball game. In the
second game the Cubs
drubbed the Pirates 20-1.
Scott Butwell added a single
and double for the Twins, and
Greg Futrell doubled for the
Astros.
John McMillen garnered
two of the Pirates' three hits
with a single and double. Mark
Miller ripped three singles
and a double to pace the Cubs.
Rodney Skinner added two
hits for the winners.
SOFTBALL
Cathy Williams socked a
East Carolina University
Placed On 1-Year Probrion
• By the Associated Press




basketball program on a one-
year probation for recruiting
violations.
East Carolina's squad will
be barred from postseason
competition or fiCAA-
contolled televisifi ap-
pearances during the 1979-80
academic year.
"1111w TH5 Wgrall 7-12T
CHEVROLET
1979 Mailbu Landau Classic Demonstrator,
loaded, serial number 1W27H9K459265, 3,157
miles,.warranty still 12,000 miles or 12 months.
List_ 99,129.64 se eon wi
Absolute Invoice Price.. UpUeUe I I
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky., 753-2617
I 8410. giffs, galim mew mem, salim
4 ,
home run to help the Cougars
take a 12-11 victory over the
Stars in loser-division girls
softball play last night, put-
ting the Cougars in first place
with just one game remaining.
In another game, the Hawks
edged the ROyals 10-9. The
Cougars now stand 5-2,
followed by the Royals and
Stars, each at 4-3. The final
night of play is Thursday at
530 p.m.
Sherri Lamb and JoAnna
Gibbs homered for the Stars,
while Kendra Thurman and
Sebrina Smith belted round-
trippers for the Royals.
LITTLE LEAGUE
The Twins used a seven-run
third inning and a triple by
John Mark Potts to rout the
Yanks 11-2 last night. In the
second contest, the Pirates
nipped the Cards 10-8.
Tracy Burkeen and Monte
Morton added doubles for the
Twins, and Shanie Guthrie
doubled twice for the Yanks.
The Cards scored four final-
inning runs before the Pirates
hung on for the triumph. Kyle
Smith tripled, and Jay Wells
doubled to pace the winners,
while John Kelso and Marlin
Cochrum each doubled and
tripled for the Cards.
















r h ab r h
3 1 Adams 3 3 0
2 1 Kelso 4 2 2
2 2 Cochrurn 4 2 2
1 0 Wells lOS
0 0 Hassell 4 0 1
00 Bolen.500 
0 0 Steelec. 2 0 0
0 0 Pritrhard
1 1 1, 3 0 0
1 0 Chinn 2 1 0
10 5 totals Si 11 7
Winning pitcher
Jimmy Kelly





Waldrop S 1 1 Hall 3 0 0
Watson 2 3 2 Guthrie 3 1 3
Wright 3 1 0 Starks 3 1 1
Potts 2 3 2 Rosa 2 0 1
Burkeen 4 1 1 Gammons 1 0 0
Morton 4 1 2 Tinsley 2 0 0
McClure 4 0 1 Weatherford
Buffington 1 0 0
• 1 1 0 Thomas I 0 0
totals 34 11 10 Outland 1 0 0
1 Butwell 2 0 0
totals HI 2 5
Winning pitcher
r.
place) by accumulating 1,507
points out of a possible 1,600
total.
A three-time intercollegiate
All-American and a member
of Murray's 1968 national
championship rifle team,
Vande Zande also won a silver
medal with 379 points out of
400 for second in individual
competition.
He added another team gold
medal to his collection as a
member of the 1.1.S. contingent
in English match (prone:
position) air rifle competition.
Vande Zande was also a
member of the U. S. air rifle
team which earned a gold
medal in the 1975 Pan
American Games.
Gross, a 1978 intercollegiate
All-AmeriCan at Murray State
arid a member of the
university's 1978 national
championship team, placed
sixth in individual competition
with a 376 score.
Vande Zande and Gross
were among 29 marksmen
representing eight countries
during the Pan American
Games.
Both qualified for the Pan
American Games in corn-
petition involving 225 shar-
pshooters held last month in
Phoenix, Ariz. Vande Zande
served as team captain of the
1979. Pan American air rifle
team.
The ' Murray State
marksmen, along with two
other members of the U.S.
team, will spend time at the
Olympic training camp site at
Colorado Springs, Colo.,
before going to Seoul, Korea in
August to fire in the world air
gun championships.
Macy Struck In Face
By Opposing Player
By the Associated Press
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
Kyle Macy of Kentucky was
struck in the face by a Cuban
basketball player during the
United States men's
basketball team's 101-83
victory in the Pan American
Games Tuesday night.
The 6-foot-3 guard was to
undergo X-rays to determine
if he had suffered a broken
jaw. We won't know until
tomorrow," an ' American
team physician said.
Tomas Herrera was ejected
forsig Macy with 18.44
remag in the second half.
Macy, who scored eight
points, played one more
minute before he was taken
out ass precaution.
Bobby Knight, the U.S.
team's coach, was furious
over the incident.
The guy (Hererra) should
have been thrown out of the
Games," Knight declared.
Taub Dead At 92
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Sam Taub, a
writer-broadcaster who saw
every heavyweight boxing
champion beginning with Jim
Corbett in the late 1890s, died
at the age of 92.




Because of their rankings in
the Phoenix competition and
their participation in the Pan
American Games, both Vande
Zande and Gross will receive
automatic invitations to try
out for the Olympic rifle team
next year.
Vande Zande and Gross, by
finishing in the top 20 percent
among the Pan-Am shooters,
are also awarded the honor of
being listed as 'international
shooters.'
By the Associated Press
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — It could take up to 90 days to
resolve Bobby Knight's complex legal predicament which
stems from his run-in with a policeman last Sunday.
- By then, though, it's likely Knight's escapades, the over-
• whelming pprformances of his talented basketball players
and the entire VIII Pan American Games will be little more
than a small footnote in history.
Once again Tuesday, the highlight of the activities at these
hemispheric Olympics was Knight's continuing saga.
A judge was expected to hear today a, sworn deposition
from Knight's legal counsel here, Patrick Sullivan, who also
represents the U.S. Olympic Committee, accusing Hato Rey
precinct policeman Jose de Silva with assault and battery,
violation of Knight's civil rights, humiliation in front of his
team and incarceration without charges.
De Silva; in his deposition, is accusing Knight of assault
and battery. De Silva entered his tonnal accusation as an
individual, not a police force member.
Under this island Conunonwealth's complex legal system,
the judge decides if there is probable cause for charges. If
not, the matter is dropped. Otherwise, the charges are for-
malized and Sent to a higher court for possible action that
could take up to 90 days.
Knight apparently' became involved in an argument with
the policeman over use of a practice facility. Knight said at a
press conference Tuesday morning that he shoved the
policeman after the officer, gesturing, poked Knight in the
eye.
The policeman responded by handcuffing Knight and
putting him behind bars for a few minutes until USOC
Director Col. Don Miller arrived at the precinct and or-
chestrated Knight's release.
Until Knight's extraordinary press conference Tuesday,
the USOC had insisted the matter was closed and finished.
Knight's players were unaware of developments until
Monday. Knight said he didn't want to burden them with it
because "the kids are here to play basketball."
That they have been doing quite well.
The Americans moved within two victories of a gold medal
in the sport with a 101-83 shellacking of Cuba, which was
unquestionably the sports highlight of Tuesday's light slate.
Only one gold medal was awarded Tuesday, apparently
intended as a rain date if needed. That went to Cuba in in-
diyidual women's foil fencing.
Track and field athletes had the day off.
The United States entered today With 85 gold medals and
193 medals overall. Cuba had a 50-106 gold-total count.
Canada was third at 20-104. .
In Tuesday's action involving Americans, the J.J.S. baseball
team beat the Bahamas 12-2; the women's softball team took
a pair of 9-0 victories /river Bermuda and El Salvador; the
U.S. and Cuba tied 3,3-in field hockey; Chile dtAvned the U.S.
4-1 in roller hocke, and Peru beat the U.S. 3-1 in women's
volleyball.
The only U.S. medal of the day was a bronze in the fencing
to Nikki Franke, Philadelphia.
Unser Sets Baseball Record
With 3rd Pinch-Hit Home Run
By the Associated Press
Mike Schmidt. Tfie fans in
Philadelphia show up ex-
pecting him to hit a home run,
and if any home run records
are to be set, he's the one they
figure can do it:
But Del Unser?
Both Schmidt and Unser
homered Tuesday night as the
Phillies rallied for a 6-5 vic-
tory over the. San Diego
Padres. Unser's, though,
outdid Schmidt's in im-
portance. Not only did it set a
major league record, it scored
three runs and won the game.
Schrnidt's 30th homer of the
season tied a National League
record for homers in fiye
consecutive games — seven.
Unser's made him the first
player in baseball history to
pinch-hit three homers in
consecutive at-bats. They
have been well-spaced, the
.first on June 30th against
St. Louis Cardinals, and'.
second on July 5 against the
•
New York Mets, but they go
into the record book as if they
were one after the other.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Schmidt, who baa. hit three
in one night — as he did last
Saturday night in part of his
current surge — but it Was
Unser who was fielding the
questions about home runs in
the aftermath of his sudden
climb into the spotlight.
"I was just wanted
something I could see and
hit," he said of the first pitch
from Padres' reliever Rollie
Fingers that he sent over the
center field wall, the deepes
part of the stadium.
Unser said he didn't thinl
the ball would leave the park.
• Phillies Manager Dann
Ozark, who sent Unser up t
hit for Larry Bowa, who had
triple earlier, was surprisec
too. He said he was hoping to
a double.
In other NI. games Tuesda
night, the Pittsburgh Piratt
etiged the Houston Astros 4-:
the Cincinnati Reds scored a
2 victory over the St Lou
Cardinals, the Chicago Cul
downed the Atlanta Braves
3, the San Francisco Gian
outlasted the Montreal Expi
11-7 in 13 innings, and the 1.4
Angeles Dodgers downed tl
New York Mets 7-4.
ft
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-Despite Lack Of Publicity, Smalley Rose, 1 Of 13 NI. Reserves Named,




Pascual, Bob Allison, Jim
Perry, Mudcat Grant, Har-
mon Killebrew, Tony Oliva,
Hod Carew.
And now, Roy Smalley -
MI-Star shortstop, Minnesota
Twins. --- -
It has a nice ring to it,
doesn't it?
"Yes, it sure does," ad-
mitted Smalley, who will play
III his first midsummer classic
later this month.
Smalley works in the
publicity graveyard of
Bloomington, Minn., where in
recent years it's taken the
super-human efforts of such
players as Killebrew and
Carew to guarantee a starting
spot in the All-Star game.
But despite the media un-
detkill, Smalley received
. 2,572,269 votes from baseball
fans across the country who
wanted him as the American
League's starting shortstop.
The total was ninth highest
in either league and more than
such highly publicized stars as
Dave Carker, Carl Yastr-
zemski, Reggie Jackson,
Thurman Munson, George
Foster and Dave Kingman.
-I'm thrilled to death," said
the 26-year old switch-hitter,
who has led the major leagues
in batting Most of the season.
-I've dreamed- of being an
allstar since I was 5 years old.
"Now it's happened, but I'm
Still not sure it's sunk in yet."
Smalley becomes the 19th
player from the Twins to, be
chosen for the game, which
will be played in the
Kingdome in Seattle July 17.
He joins the heritage of
Killebrew, who clubbed
prodigious home runs, Oliva,
whose spectacular batting
career was halted only by frail
knees, and Carew, who just
might end his playing days as
the greatest hitter of all time.
"I've got a ways to go before
I'm in their class," conceded
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part of that tradition."
Smalley trailed both Bucky
Dent of New York and Kansas
City's Fred Patek through
much of the early balloting.
Though he was hitting .370,
Smalley refused to criticize
the fans or the method of
selecting the team. Instead, he
said he liked the voting by the
fans and kept silent about the
possible injustice of having to
play in the game as a sub-
stitute.
"I don't care personally for
the publicity, that's not why I
play baseball," said Smalley.
"I'm glad for the publicity it
brings the Twins and the Twin
Cities.
"But I feel really good about
being chosen. The first time is
special. I'll remember this one
forever."
This one? It sounds like
Small'ey plans to make the
AllStar Game a permanent
part of his summer itinerary.
"I'd like to be able to do
that," said Smalley, who is the
fifth starter the American
League has had at shortstop
since 1975. "But I'm trying to
keep this all in perspective,
too. The main thing is the
games with the.Twins. Those




By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - The tennis
has been less than spectacular
so far in the $300,000 Forest
Hills Invitational, but the
players have provided some
interesting social notes.
First there was another
salvo in the war of nerves
John McEnroe seems to be
waging - however un-
wittingly - against Sandy
Mayer.
And then there was Harold
Solomon's announcement that
he's going to become a great
tennis player so that he can do
good deeds.
Solomon beat Mayer 6-1, 6-2
Tuesday to build a 2-0 match
record in this 12-man, round-
robin event. Then Eddie Dibbs
beat Peter Fleming 6-1, 7-6.
After that, the team of Mayer
and his brother, Gene, downed
Wimbledon doubles champs
McEnroe and Fleming 6-4, 2-6,
7-6.
Rain Tuesday night forced
the postponement of matches
between Vitas Gerulaitis and
Wojtek Fibak, and Victor
Peed i and John Alexander.
But some drama was in-
troduced to the proceedings
when Sandy Mayer objected
during his doubles match to
the way McEnroe uses his
nervous energy. Mayer was
serving and McEnroe
receiving. McEnroe, as he
often does, was moving his
racket back and forth in front
of him. Mayer apparently
complained to the umpire that
McEnroe thus was obscuring
his view of the service line.
• MgEnroe was asked about
the unpleasantness after the
match. Before he could an-
swer, his partner, Fleming,
blurted:
"Sandy Mayer is the biggest
p„eybaby on the circuit. Lets's
get that straight, all right?"
McEnroe's only response
was that he hadn't intended to
hinder or annoy Mayer.
Mayer's only comment was,
"What happened is between
the umpire, McEnroe and I,
and anyone who heard it."
There has been had blood
between them before.
Recently, in a singles match,
McEnroe slowed play because
the crowd noise was bothering
him. Mayer suggested that he
should consider becoming an
usher. And another time,
Mayer objected to McEnroe's
stopping to tie his shoe. Mayer
offered to tie it for him so it
could not come undone.
Solomon says he's prac-
ticing more and' playing
harder now because of est -
the Erhard Seminars Training
program that purports to
change its adherents' ap-
proach to life. Solomon's been
one of the best players for
some time, but now he says he
wants more. -
"Life is about making a
contribution to the world," he
explained. "Tennis is the best
way I can do that. Then I can
use my position to influence
things."
He said he wasn't sure yet
what he would do with his
influence once he had it, but
said he already works for an
organization called the hunger
project.
Now he is traveling with a
coach, Paul Cohen of Los
Angeles, all the time. His wife,
Jan, and his family have been
through est with him, he said,
and Cohen will begin the
program in two weeks.
Vilas Is Upset
GSTAAD, Switzerland -
Pascal Portes of France upset
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina,
6-1, 6-2 in the opening round of
the Swiss.' Open Tennis
Championships.
,In other matches, Tom
Okker of the Netherlands
defeated Rick Fagel, 7-6, 6-0;
Mark Edmondson of Australia
beat Chris Lewis of New
Zealand, 6-3, 6-2; Jeff
Borowiak beat Eric Isersky, 6-
1, 6-1; Peter McNamara of
Australia defeated Loirk
Sanders of the Netherlands, 6-
4,6-4; Jn Marks of Australia
squeezed by Ferdi Taygan, 6-
3, 3-6, 10-8; Jean-Louis Haillet
of France beat Ricardo Cano
of Argentina, 7-6, 6-4; and
Jose-Luis Clerc of Argentina
defeated France's Jean-
Francois Caujolle, 6-4, 6-1.
Austin Loses
NEWPORT, R.I. - Top
seeded Tim Gullikson
defeated John Austin, the
brother of Tracy Austin, 6-4,6-
7, 6-3, in the Hall of Fame
Tennis Championships.
In other matches, Stan
Smith had to win a tiebreaker
to beat Haroon Ismael, 7-6, 6-2,
as did Bob Lutz, who beat
Australian Bob Giltinan, 7-5, 1-
6, 7-6. Brian Teacher breezed
by Tom Gorman, 6-0, 6-2.
By the Associateci er CO3
NEW YORK - Pete Rose
will have an opportunity,to set
an All-Star Game record by
playing at his fifth different
position in Tuesday night's
game at the Kingdome in
Seattle.
The Philadelphia Phillies
first baseman was among 13
reserves named to the
National League squad today
by All-Star Manager Tommy
Larorda of the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
It will be the seventh
straight All-Star Game for
Rose, who will back up Steve
Garvey of the Dodgers at first
base.
lose, who has already
appeared at second base, third
ba left field and right field
in his 11 All-Star games, was
joined on the list of reserves
by second baseman Joe
Morgan of Cincinnati, third
baseman Ron Cey of Los
Angeles, shortstops Dave
Concepcion of Cincinnati and
Garry Templeton of &Louis,
outfielders Lou Brock of St.
Louis, Jack Clark of San
Francisco, Gary Matthews of
Atlanta, Dave Kirignian of
Chicago and Lee Mazzilli of
New York and catchers Bob
Boone of Philadelphia, Gary
Carter of Montreal and
Johnny Bench of Cincinnati.
The fans across the country
voted Dave,Winfield of the San
Diego Padres, Dave Parker of
the Pittsburgh Pirates and
George Foster of the Reds to
start in the outfield, while the
infield starters are Garvey
and Davey Lopes of Los
Angeles and Larry Bowa and
Mike Schmidt of Philadelphia.
The top vote-getter among
the catchers was Ted Sim-
mons of the Cardinals, but
he'll miss the game due to a
broken wrist, so either Boone,
Carter or Bench will get the
start. Bench was the runnerup
in the fan voting, the first time
he has lost since the fans were
allowed to select the All-Stars
in 1970.
It will be, the first All-Star
Game for Matthews and
Mazzilli who, like Clark and
Parker, are the sole
representatives of their
respective teams.
Kingman, the Cubs' slugger,
was hitting home runs at a
near-record pace during the
first half of the season but is
now second to Schmidt for the
NL home run lead. Carter has
been one of the main forces
behind the Expos' drive to the
lead in the NL East, while the
switch-hitting Mazzilli, whose
Mets are in last place in the
division, has been among the
league leaders in hitting all
season.
Brock, who already has
announced his intention to
retire at the end of the season,
will be making his sixth All-
Star appearance.
Tigers Use Ninth-Inning
*Comeback To Top Twins.
By the Associated Press
As the song says: It's one,
two, three strikes, you're out
at the old ball game. No one
-knows that better than Min-
nesota Manager Gene Mauch,
who was thrown out of the old
ball game for insisting
Detroit's Lou Whitaker got
one swing too many.
There was one out in the
ninth inning of a 5-5 game at
Tiger Stadium Tuesday night
when Ron LeFlore, who had
walked, broke for second as
Mike Marshall pitched to
Whitaker.
The 2-2 pitch to Whitaker,
with LeFlore in full flight:
Whitaker swings through it
and catcher Butch Wynegar
pegs to second to try for
LeFlore and an inning-ending
double play. Right?
Wrong. Plate umpire Dallas
Parks calls it a ball.
Wynegar's throw goes into
center field and LeFlore goes
to third. Whitaker, given new
life, singles LeFlore home to
win it 6-5 for Detroit.
r/- AMERICAN LEAGUE
In the other AL games, the
Oakland A's nipped the
Baltimore Orioles 7-6, the
Seattle Mariners bested the
New York Yankees 5-1, the
Cleveland Indians beat the
Kansas City Royals 7-4, the
Chicago White Sox downed the
Texas Rangers 6-3 and the
California Angels trimmed the
Boston Red Sox 4-3.
Oakland 7, Baltimore 6 -
Mauch wasn't the only
- manager to hear the cheery
refrains of baseball's anthem.
Baltimore's Earl Weaver got
the thumb in Oakland after
another qUestionable swing.
It's the eighth inning and the
Orioles are ahead 6-4 when
reliever Sammy Stewart hits
Jim Essian with a pitch.
Essian takes second on a
groundout, then Stewart hits
Jeff Newman on the left hand.
Right, Earl? Wrong, he
replies.
"The ball hit his bat," the
manager cried, unperturbed
by Newman's split
glove and what is sus pAit gnt o
be a fracture of the catcher's
little finger.
Weaver was ejected by plate
umpire Rich Garcia and went
to his dugout. But while the
A's were deciding whether to
pinchrun for Newman,
Stewart started warming up.
The umpires stopped him
from doing so, and Weaver -
who should have left by then -
charged right back out for
another conference with the
crew, but was ordered off the
field a second time.
The game finally gets
started again and Tony Armas
knocks Stewart out of the
game with an RBI double and
it's 6-5 - whereupon A's
Manager Jim Marshall
notices Weaver still hasn't
:eft. So he strolls out on the
field for yet another chat with
the urnps.
"I knew Weaver was in the
bathroom, but I told the
umpire they'd have to carry
me off the field if they didn't
get him out of there," said
Marshall.
Mariners 5, Yankees 1 - If
that wasn't enough, New York
left fielder Lou Piniella threw
hissislove at the San Diego
Chicken while the Yankees
were losing to Seattle and
Rick Honeycutt at the
Kingdome.
Ted Giannoulas, who
amuses baseball crowds while
masquerading as the furry
mascot, is making a week-
long appearance at the Seattle
ball park prior to the All-Star
Game. Giannoulas bobbed
onto the field while Ron
Guidry was warming up in the
third, and put a "hex" on the
Yankee pitcher.
Giannoulas' hex might have
worked. Guidry gave up
homers to Bill Stein and Leon
Roberts.
Indians 7, Royals 4 - Andre
Thornton's two-run homer and
kon Hassey's threerun double
carried Cleveland to victory
Milwaukee Open Field Strong
By the Associated Press
MILWAUKEE - Don't call
it the Lesser Milwaukee Open
anymore. At least, not in front
of Ken Thelen.
True, what formally is
known as the Greater
Milwaukee Open Golf Tour-
nament still has trouble at-
tracting the sport's super-
stars. Its $200,000 purse again
is one of the smallest on the
Professional Golfers
Association tour, and it again
precedes by a week the British
Open, one of golf's major
events of the year.
But Thelen, GMO president,
notes the tournament is debt-
free for the first time in its 11-
year history, the result of
record crowds of 30,000 and
45,000 for last year's last two
rounds. Several previous
GMOs didn't draw a total of
30,000 in four rounds.
The GMO's solvency has
been accompanied by in-
creased credibility among the
touring pros, Thelen claimed.
"We make an effort to make
the players happy here,"
Thelen said. "We have
hospitality groups to entertain
the families. There are tennis
tournaments, zoo ,tours,
M1114341691-tounr--77-
"Because of that, seveirr
players themselves have been
promoting the course and they
talk up the tournament among
themselves," he said. "The
fields have been stronger.
This year's field is very
strong. The conflict with the
British Open doesn't bother us
anymore. I don't think we'd
get many more top names
without the British."
Advance sales for this
year's GMO, which starts
Thursday at Tuckaway
Country Club, are up 20 per
cent over Last year. Thelen
attributes much of that to
entry for the first time here of
1973 U.S. Open champion
Johnny Miller.
Miller, one of golf's "Young
Lions" who emerged as the
sport's • ,dominant players in
'the .early 1970s, had an
amazing 23 consecutive
rounds of par or better in 1974,
when he won $353,021, a record
until Tom Watson earned
$362,429 last year.
Miller is winless on the tour
since 1976 and plunged to 48th
place on the earnings list in
1977 and to 111th last year.
However, he showed signs of
breaking his slump when he
tied for ninth in the Canadian
Open three weeks ago, and his
name bears a type of
charisma traditionally scarce
in the GMO.
"Johnny is playing much
better lately and I think he'll
\draw among the four biggest
Icrowds in the tournament,"
Thelen predicted.
The field, considered
stronger than usuai here,
includes 26 of the top 60 money
winners of this year.
The headliners include San
Diego and Masters' champion
Fuzzy Zoeller, fifth at
$155,399; Canadian Open
winner Lee Trevino, sixth at
6175317; Hawaiian and New
Orleans winner Hubert Green,
ninth at $149,346.
and handed Kansas City, its
10th loss in 11 starts.
White Sox 6, Rangers 3 - A
throwing error by Texas
• reliever Jim Kern led to three
seventh-inning Chicago runs
- without a hit - and carried
the White Sox to their seventh
victory in nine meetings with
the Rangers this season.
Kern, 10-2, suffered his
other loss after making a
similar throwing error.
Angels 4, Red Sox 3- Brian
Downing singled to score Don
Baylor with the run that liftted
California to a comeback
triumph over Boston.
Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
Seattle 38 51 4X
Oakland an VII
Teraiay's Gasses
Cleveland 7, Kansas City 4
Detroit 6, Minnesota 5
Chicago 6, Texas 3
California 4, Boston 3
Oakland 7, Baltimore 6
Seattle 5, New York 1
Only games scheduled
Waiseeday's Games
Baltimore (13 Martinez 104) at Oakland
McCatty 5-3)
Milwaukee :Eaton 8-41 at Toronto
Huffman 4-10i, in}
Kansas City (Splittorff16-7) at Cleveland
Paxton 5-4), (n)
Minnesota (Hartzell 44 or Jackson 1.11
at Detroit (Morris 74), (n)
Texas (Darwin 1-0) at Chicago (Trout
3-3). (n)
Boston (Eckeraley 64) at California
(Frost 7-4), (n)
New York (John 13-3) at Seattle Ban.
Miner 4-7), in)
Thereday's Game
Detroit at Chicago, 2, (n)
Milwaukee at Toronto, (n)
Texas at Kansas City, (n)




W L Pet GI
balunsore 56 311 851 -
Boston 52 33 1116 3
Milwaukee * 38 583 Pa
New York 44 36 092 Os
Detroit 41 43 409 14
Cleveland 41 45 477 15
Turontu 38 110 318 M
WEPT
California 52 37 3114
Texas 4437 570 144
Minnesota 45 40 136 5
ILenaas City 43 43 AN 744






Wastreal 46 31 all
Chkage 44 a 3114
Ptaladelplis 411 44 la
Mabel* a a 326
St Lash 42 40 112
Saw York 33 411 400
WT
Missikia 53 a
44 42 ha 4- 41
Sao Ireamisa• 42 45 483 10
San Mips 40 50 414 1344
atlamia 37 50 425 lb
Los Amplas hi 52 409 Mis
Treaders Games
Chicago 7, Atlanta 3
San Francisco 11, Montreal 7 13 its
flings r
Philadelphia 6, San Diego
Cl/lowish 4, St Louis 2
Los Angeles 7 New York 4
Pittsburgh 4, Houston 3
Wesbaulay's Caw=
Los Angeles Reuss 24) at 14.1I Tait
,Falcone 14i
Chicago , McGlothen 8-7) at AtIssir• .
, Brtolara 4-3 or M. Mahler 34). .
San Francisco (Curtla 441 at Menties
Schatzeckr 4-1), (n) .
San Diego (D'Ac(puisto 54) at Ptah0
delphis r Lerch 4-7), In)
St 5-31(n)1.40is(InD) tinny 4-4) at ancinnaU (La"aa  .
Pittsburgh (Klson 4-4) at Honda
, Richard 74), (n)
Thursday's Games
San Francisco at Montreal, in)
San Diego at Philadelphia.
Los Angleles at New York, (nr
Chicago at Cincinnau, In)




EtATTING (200 at bats). Smalley,
Minnesota, .324; Downing, Calif orn Ye,
352; Bochte, Seattle, 334, Adams, Min-
nesota, .333; Molitor, Milwaukee, 331
RUNS, Lansford, California, 70; Baylor,
California, 88; Brett, Kansas City, 66,
Rice, Boston, 84; Otis, K1116113 City, 63;
Smalley, filinneacta, 63.
RBI. Baylor, California. 80; Lynn.
Boston, 73; Smalley, Minnesota, 67; Rice,
Boston, 65; Kemp, Detroit, 63.
HTT'S• Brett, Kansas City, 118; Smalley,
Minnesota, 115; Lansford, California, Ill,
Rice, Boston, 106, Molitor. Milwaukee,
108.
DOUBLES, Washington, Chicago, 75,
Lynn, Boston, 24; Cooper, Milwaukee, 23;
Lemon, Chicago, 23; Brett, Kansas City,
21; Jackson, Minnesota, 21
TRIPLES, Brett, Kansas City, 12.
Randolph, New York, 8, Wilson, Kansas
City, 8; Molitor, Milwaukee, 6; Porter,
Kansas City, 6; Meyer Seattle 6; Jones
Seattle, 8. •
HOME RUNS. Lynn, Boston, 24; Rice,
Boston, 21; Thomas, Milwaukee, 21:
Baylor, California, 21; Singleton,
Baltimore, 19.
STOLEN BASES. Lenore, Detroit, 45;
Wilson, Kansas City, 37; Wills, Texas, 24;
Bonds, Cleveland, 21; Cruz, Seattle, 22.
PITCHING (8 Decisions) Davis, New
York, 64, 1.000, 2.04; Kern, Texas, 10-2,
.133, 1.64; Clear, California, 9-2, .816,2.62;
John, New York, 13-3, .313, 2.23; Zahn,
Minnesota, 7-2, .775, 3.24; Barrios,
Chicago, 8-3, .727, 3.61; Palmer,





BATTING r 200d tots) Brock, St Loulakr_
338, Foster, Cincinnati, 333, Masan,
New York, .3211, Hendrick, St Louis, .211.
Hernandez, St Louie, Ell
RUNS Schmidt, Philadelphia, $4 _
Lopes, Los Angeles, 63; Matthew'
Atlanta, 62; Royster, Atlanta, 61; North •
San Francisco, 61.
RBI )(Ingmar), Chicago, IS; Fodor '
Cincinnati, WI; 9/infleid, San Diego, IL,
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 64, Clark, Ss 4;
Francisco, 59
HITS. Templeton, St Louis. 100; Mae'.
thews, Atlanta, 109; Garvey, Los Angela!, .-
109, Winfield, San Diego, 106; Rost .
Philadelphia, NI; liernandat, at Lad. 4
103 • ._
DOUBLES. Griffey, Cincinnati, 111;
Rose, Philadelphia, 24, Matthswar -
Atlanta, 24, Marxilli, New York, sr
Hernandez, St Louts, Ur Reitx, St Look,
23
TRIPLES. Templeton, St Lois, IS-
.0400a, St Louis, 9, Winfield, San Diego, II
McBride, Philadelphia, 8; Bows
Philadelphia, 7; Moreno, Pittsburgh, 7
Hernandez, St Louis, 7
HOME RUNS, Schmidt, Philadelphia,
33, Kingman, Chicago, W; Matthew, 4,
Atlanta, 19, Foster, Cincinnati, 19; LAM'
Lois Angeles, 19; Winfield, San Diego, it. .2
STOLEN BASES North, San Francisca
M; Moreno, Pittsburgh, 33; Scott, St Louis
25; Cedeno, Houston, 22; Scott, Montreal
n; Taveraa, New York, 21
PITCHING (8 Decisions). Niekro
Houston, 12-3, .E3, 2.87, LaCoa, Cmn
cinnaU, 54, .777, 2.41, Andukir, Hawke
10-5, .867, 2.75; Blyleven, Pttaturgh. 64
667, 3.70.
The Flames, who defeated the Chiefs 5-1 for the girls Murray Soccer Association title this
spring, are, front row from left: Anne-Marie Hoke, Rhonda Barrett, Lee Holcomb, Shannon
Christopher, Cynthia Kjosa, Sherri Gallimore and Debra Hopkins. In back are Jennifer
Kurz, Margy Burchfield, Kim Greene, Kendra Thurmond, Terri Billington, Sherri Swift,
Nancy Smith, Laura Cella and Christy Mosely. In back is coach Carol Thurmond. Not pic-
tured are coach Sandra Gallimore, Jill Johnson, J. L. Reed and Kerrie Atkins.
-----r-r-PT17 •
THE SAVINGS ARE ON
US DURING OUR










ta " it SAVE
50c OFF I
Per Pound Of I
Barbecue Ribs I
WITH COUPON






Good Through July 1 1
Featuring
Real Hickory Pit Bar-B-0
I Pork, Mutton. Chicken and Ribs)
AlSO SERVING POTATO SALAD, BAKED BEANS, AND COIF %%WI
Hickory' Hut Pit Bar-B-Q
Everty 25th Sandwich Worth 1 Free Sandwich
Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
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ADVERTISED ITE/A POUCT
Each theseadvertised items is required to be reodii, wailable for sole
in &h Kroger store, except as specifically noted in t ad. If we do run
"lot of on advertised item, we will offer you your choi.- of a comparable
,,- ;te n,  when available reflecting the some savings o roincheck which





WORTH 20`OFF I g WORTH 25c OFF
BRYAN e = FRES-SHORE FISH-N- BAITER!
SUCED BOLOGNA : = FISH PORTIONS =






1M I=Eio•res Jurr it.. aman I m 
pkg.
Prices ettective,thru. July 17th
Limit right resiscved
copyrighti, 1979 The Kroger Co
Tyson's 



















Green Onions 4 --ecd


























krOger Silver Platter Pork BONELESSWHOLE

















U S GOVT GOADED CHOICE BEEF
Boneless Boston Roll Roast. sr
Fiego peup"d Beef Steak LB
°iSpiiismoremBoneless Hams tB
MEATY AND TENDER TURNER HINDQUARTERS 01
Turkey Drumsticks LB
FAMILY PAX











NMI COCOON WITNOUT Till NOMEONNIN • Our 
Den
fecrturn a wide choice' •1' corr-v-cgr ' rotiOus
including Ivied chicken hared horn at DabsculTA
ribs *soli the good ihiric viloi go with *OM At the
Kroger Deli you tor ge• • • pertly P'•Pored hot
cmd r v to serve, 759-4641
CHICKEN
GOLDEN FRIED






































•Frosbly might, Then pecked with ice Se seeded contortive.;
• ditoctfy to Ilree•r Erma rebate lost-Cost fisheries
•Acc•rat•le labelled species.. *Open dated ler e d
fryslumps. r A im,iable Thursday ,Friday iL Saturday Only I
ponditosed. .Ftesh Fkis of Boneless
FRESH OCEAN CATFISH
















































FAMILY PAX OF —
Frontier Smoked Sausage
EROGEI SLICED SALAMI OR
Spiced Luncheon Meat
HEALTH AND BEAUTY







































LIF %II Int LV. Ai , & TREES, Wednesday, July
CUT
11.1979
CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Country Club Ice Milk
FREEZER MUIR ICI MILK BARS OR






































































KROGER SOUR CREAM OR
LB 








Soft Spread BOWL 12 15 5 1 3 3
1111111 LEMON & SUGAR
Kroger Tea Mix' 12 79'
CYCLE 1 OR 2
Dry Dog Food
KROGER FROZEN










with this coupon ond '10 00 additional purchase excluding ,terns ah,b ,ecl 5, u• J,0 ).3<i •


























































(ROGER CONVEY STYLE DREAD
Country Style Rolls
NEW mums FRENCH CELLO STYLE












  PIG. .
PLANTERS ASSORTED
PKGS 



















You'll find the cost-Cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our stoore. Plus eoch week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health &




9 39 NO DEPOSFT - NO RETURN
IBC Root Beer 
WAS

































































it.CT.10369Huggies Diapers  PKG. ,L
TODDLERS
Huggies Diapers s2 69


















































Saran Wrap 50.1 794 15c
DUNCAN NINES CASE MIRES 









71% 5 7' 69c
7150771 491 S 1$ 39
BYE
OZ 794. 75c
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Funerals
Thomas B. Rose Is
Dead At Age Of 66;
Funeral Thursday
Thomas B. Rose died
Monday at 8:55 p.m. at his
home in Paducah. He was 66
years of age.
Mr. Rose was born Jan. 21,
1913, and was the son of the
late Knox Rose and Rowena
Byers Rose.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Novalee Cole Rose,
Paducah; two daughters, Mrs.
Jack (Jeneen) Thompson,
Benton Route 1, and Mrs. Judy
Katisky, Detroit, Mich.; one
• son, Jerry Brooks Rose,
Benton Route 9; seven
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Mr. Rose is also survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Robert
Norman, Calvert City Route 2,
and Mrs. Lois Lamb, Kirksey
Route 1; and two brothers,
Fred Rose, JBenton Route 3,
and Euel Rose, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Don Phelps officiating.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Benton Cemtery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Full Gospel BFI Of
Marshall County To
Hold Meet Saturday
The Rev. Roy C. lamberth,
pastor of the Trinity Baptist
Church, Louisville, will be the
speaker at the first meeting of
the Marshall County Chapter
of the Full Gospel
Businessmen's Fellowship
International on Saturday,
July 14, at the Gateway
Steakhouse, Draffenville.
A buffet dinner will be
served at 6 p.m. The Marshall
Rev. Roy C. Lam berth
County Chapter was recently
formed by laymen from
Marshall ;County and
surrounding areas.
Rev. Lamberth, a graduate
of Murray State University
and Southern . Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, has served various
pastorates and has been at
Trinity Church since 1971.
Trinity Church has sponsored
the Annual Midwest Regional
.Charismatic Conferences for
Baptists for the past five
years.
FGBMFI is an international
fellowship of Christian laymen
-and is a service arm of the
entire church, serving all local
• assemblies, a chapter
spokesman said.
All laymen, ministers, their
wives, and children are in-





"Golf Days for Leukemia"
is being sponsored throughout
Kentucky during July and
August by the Kentucky State
Association of Life Under-
writers;--according to doseph
Burt, president.
Burt said the state
association has voted to take
the' Leukemia Society of
America, Kentucky's
Chapter, as its public service
project for the coming year.
Members will be selling golf
bag tags at local public and
private golf courses to raise
funds for the programs of the
Leukemia Society, currently
funding 137 researchers who
are seeking the cause and cure
of the disease which will claim
over 275 lives this year in
Kentucky.
Joyce Horan, executive
director of the Leukemia
Society, KentuckY Chapter,




therapy. and blood tran-
Fire Destroys
Barn On 121
Fire totally destroyed a




The barn, belonging to Jan
Harris, was empty at the time
of the fire, reports said. No




An Out-Door Gospel Singing
will be held Saturday, July 14,
starting at 7 p.m. at the West
Broadway Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
Many quartets and special
singers will be featured at the
singing. The public is invited
to attend, a church spokesman
said. Each one should bring a
lawn chair for seating, the
spokesman added.
At the Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) Camp, crews are as
signed weekly for the
daily task of preparing the morning meal. (I-r), Jackie Humphreys, 16, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Humphreys, of Paducah, Kentucky and Frankie Hopkins, 15, son of Mr.
and Mrs. frankie Hopkins Sr., of Fulton, Kentucky, set up breakfast materials with the
help of camp counselor Kate Barba, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and assistant camp
coordinator, George Radford, of Cadiz, Kentucky. The camp is located in Land Bet-
ween The Lakes, a 170,009-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) —Just
hours before Skylab's ex-
pected death-dive, the space
agency today started the huge
station tumbling through
space to try to increase the
likelihood it would drop its
tons of debris in the Indian
Ocean rather than on North
America.
We think this is the safest
and most prudent action we
can take at this time to give us
the absolute minimum
probability of casualty of any





President Carter is calling
employment experts to his
domestic summit amid
reports the administration is
predicting the jobless rate will
climb to nearly 7 percent by
the end of 1980.
—At -a morning meeting_
today, the president was to
discuss the jobs outlook with
experts from government and
the private sector.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Surging fuel and food prices
are almost certain to be
reflected in a gloomy
economic forecast expected
from the Congressional
Budget Office. The budget
office, which adviaes Congress
on economic matters, is un-
veiling its mid-year review of
economic trends today in
testimony by Alice Rivlin,
director of the office, before
the House Budget Committee.
The report will likely project a
deeper recession later this




Crime experts say Americans
should expect continuing
increases in violent crime —
but the rises probably won't be
as sharp and startling as the
barebones statistics indicate.
Government and academic
specialists are studying the
latest FBI figures for clues to
the cause of a 17 percent surge
in the violent crime rate, by




gasoline dealers say they're
shutting down their pumps
Thursday to protest federal
fuel allocation and pricing
policies, but dealers in other
states say a shutdown is
premature.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
Hurricane Bob, the first
Atlantic storm to bear a man's
name, battered abandoned oil
platforms and drilling rigs off
the Louisiana coast early
today and threatened the land
with flooding and high tides
The storms the second of the
1979 season in the Atlantic,
developed suddenly Tuesday,
forcing 8,000 offshore oil
workers to head for land and
sending thousands of coastal




(API — The Sandinista rebels
threatened a new attack on
Managua as President
Anastasio Somoza hung on
and his army made no
progress against the
guerrillas. The guerrillas'
Radio Sandino said the attack
on Managua would begin
Tuesday, but the offensive did
not materialize. Somoza told
reporters in his fortified
headquarters he would resign
and leave Nicaragua if the
survival of the national guard
and his Liberal Party were
assured.
National Debate Champion To
Be Instructor At MSU Seminar
A former national debate will be trained in case con
champion at the University of struction, research. and
Kentucky will return to his delivery of speeches.
native West Kentucky as an Robert Valentine, director
instructor with the Murray of the institute and a member
State University Summer of the faculty in the Depart 
SpeechInstitute July 23-213. ment ,of Speech and Theatre
R. Christopher Perry, a 1968 on the campus, noted that
graduate of Lone Oak High Perry has just concluded a
School in McCracken County seminar in multinational
and now a political science trade and diplomacy at the
instructor at the University of University of Minnesota in
Minnesota in Duluth, was a Duluth.
member of the Delta Sigma "I cannot think of anyone in
Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha the country who. better
National championship deblte • Combines a knowledge 01
team at UK in 1970. winning debate and an in-
He is currently in the cisive understanding of
process of completing his American domestic and
doctoral dissertation at the foreign trade policies,'
University of Minnesota. Valentine said of Perry.
The 1979-80 high school In addition to training in
debate topic will be debate and oratory, the fifth
"Resolved: That the United annual Summer Speech
States should significantly Institute at Murray State will
change its foreign trade include the study of oral in-
policies.- Students in debate terpretation of literature
Workers Mystified By Appearance




(AP) — County workers who
waged a pesticide war against
billions of black, smelly but
apparently harmless- bugs in
the mountains north of here
are mystified by the ap-
pearance of the insects that
inched down the rocky terrain
to invade area ranches.
Box.,-Alder County workers
armed' ivitrkipoison attacked
the insect army Monday,
spraying the garden at the
DeVon Breitenbeker farm,
where the creatures
mysteriously were piled up to
an inch deep.
J. Larry Nielsen, county fly
PADD Committees
Schedule Meetings
Committee meetings of the
Purchase Area Development
District have been scheduled,
according to the release from
and mosquito control district
supervisor, said a small
airplane dropped insecticide
over a 400-acre area from the
base of the mountains upward
on Monday night. He said the
effect of the spraying would
not be known immediately.
suspect that if we didn't
get a kill tonight, they (the
bugs) will affect two or three
other homes in the next couple
of days," he said.
"The bugs are harmless,
carry nci-diseases, don't feed
on anything like garden crops
and they really can't do any
harm," said Dr. J.B. Karren,
Utah State University ex-
tension, _entomologist. "It's
kind of a sad situation that
they're going to kill them, but
they are a nuisance."
The bugs are bristletails,
Stock Market
Prices of- stork of local interest 14
noon. F:DT, today, (untitled to the
Ledger la Time* by First of Michigan,
Corp . of Mu-ray, are as follows
Industrial Average . 6 83
Carol Rogers, public in- Air Products tea a
formation officer. Arnerican.Motors 8% one
All meetings will be held at 
Ashland 311% --%
Arnencan lleleptione 274 -%
the Purchase ADD officers on Bonanza raa 37(sA
Highway 45 North in Mayfield, 
Chrysler . ..
Ford Motor  
'' ....... 11% -14.
41% -%
and the public is encouraged C A F II -3/4
- General Care  774 -%
to.attend. Ms. Rogers said. General Dyniunics   33741 -14'
They hedule is as follows: ...,camecid, Iltotars. . . .. V% -14
2314 uric
_Commupity Services, 7- • ‘67,;dri' ajch 30% -66
pun., July 11; . Arts Panel, 4 Borders  1341; -49
bleublein 27% -%
p.m., July 12; Purchase ADD Iroa  72% -%
Board of Directors, 7 p.m.,
July 16; Transportation, 7
p.m., July 23; Project review
of Health Council, 5 p.m., July





Wal Mart  WI -$4
IF
half-inch-long insects related
to silverfish. They first ap-
peared Saturday morning at
the Breitenbeker farm on a
mountainside three miles
north of Brigham City.
"When they got up to their
highest number, it kind of
scared us because it looked
just like water moving —all of
it was black," said 15-year-old
Kim Breitenbeker.
Harold Lindsay, Box Elder
County, extension ageo, said
expOrti'la re stumped asto why
there are so many bugs, where
they came from and why they
first chose the Breitenbeker's.
Karren speculated that
because of weather con-
ditions, few bristletails died
this spring when they hatched.
"Possibly where they hatched
they ate up all the food supply
and just started to migrate,"
he said.
____Lindsay,said he di .4, ve up the
Breitenbeker's driveway "and
it looked like I had driven
through a bunch of mud: 2n the
garden area, they were at
least half and inch ti, an inch
thick in some areas."
Though infestations have
been found at other farms he
said the Breitenbeiter spread
had the most insects, with the
smelly bugs blanketing about
a quarter-mile-square area.
And after the Breiten-
becker's garden was sprayed,
there were plenty of bugs left,
said Kim. ,
"They're just sitting there
- •
now," he said. A few gat into
under the direction of Ruby
Krader .. =Murray State
professor emeritus and
nationally known figure in
interpretation. She is com-
pleting a text book in :oral
interpreation for expected
publication in 1980.
Students interested in at-
tending the institute may get
further information by writing
to: Director, Summer -Youth
Program, Sparks - Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or ..by
.$502)alling  762-4150. All
applications should be
received by July 20.
Two Workshops Are
Set For Teachers
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP —
The Kentucky Department of
Education is holding two
workshops for new teachers of
model office programs.
One workshop is this week
at Lincoln County High School
at Stanford, while the second





Do you have any oldnr current
records you would like to get
rid of? Are you in the market
for " oldies but goodies?'
If so, you might be in-
terested in the "WKMS Wax
Warehouse Sale" Friday and
Saturday, July 13-14, in the
studios of WKMS-FM radio at
Murray State University.
Interested persons may buy or
trade records during the two-
day event.
Bruce Smith, station
manager, said the purpose of
the sale is "to raise money for
new records and to provide
space for them by emptying
out some old record shelves,
as well aS.to encourage the
public to Vied WKMS." He
said those who donate records
or visit the studios will receive
a free album.
Hours for the sale are 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on both days in Studio
B on the sixth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
on the campus. More in-
formation about contributing
records may be .obtained by
calling 762-4661 from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Wednesday, July 11.
Smith said he hopes that a
number of people will take
advantage of the sale to clear
out their record cabinets and
New Orleans Making Ready
For Assault Of Hurricane Bob
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Hurricane Bob, the first
Atlantic storm to bear a man's
name, battered abandoned oil
platforms and drilling rigs off
the Louisiana coast early
today and threatened the land
with flooding and high tides.
The storm, the second of the
1979 season in the Atlantic,
developed suddenly Tuesday,
forcing 8,000 offshore oil
workers to head for land and
Fending thousands of coastal
residents is search of higher
ground, officials said. Some
public schools were closed and
one hospital shut its outpatient
clinic.
Though rated a weak storm,
with winds just higher than
the 75 mph needed for cer-
tification as a hurricane, Bob
moved up through the Gulf of
Mexico pushing torrential rain
ahead of the eye.
The weather bureau said
early today the storm had
picked up slight forward speed—
to about 17 mph, and the




squall line had already hit the
coast.
In New Orleans — where
part of the city lies saucer-like
below sea level — the greatest
threat was water. Massive
pumps at the city's 21 pum-




Louisiana. Possible high tides
were estimated at up to 6 feet.
Flood-control gates on canals
and bayous were closed.
Most public schools in the
New Orleans area canceled
today's summer classes.
Charity Hospital canceled its
150 outpatient clinics, which
normally handle 1,400
patients.
Bob developed •so quickly
and so close to shore, just 400
miles south of New Orleans,
that most big oil companies
went straight into the
evacuation phase of their
hurricane-emergency plans.
It caught at least one fishing
party out in the Gulf. The
Coast Guard sent a helicopter
to rescue the five fishermen.
Another Coast Guard
helicopter crew reported
helping a disabled vessel
caught in heavy seas but gave
no details.
There are thousands of oil -
and natural gas the
Gulf, and hundreds of
production platforms and
drilling rigs standing on steel
legs. Evacuation left them
battened down and empty.
In some-instances, oil and
gas production was shut down.
Many rigs are automated,
however, and they kept crude
oil and natural gas flowing
through undersea pipelines.
a On shore, residents who
pulled back from low-lying
areas faced a shortage of
gasoline for family cars. New
Orleans city officials asked all
service stations in
southeastern Louisiana to
remain open through the
emergency, but most closed at
dark.
Officials advised evacuation
Tuesday for a 250-mile coastal
strip stretching from New
Iberia to the Mississippi
border.
While the Gull Coast was
bracing, some tesidents in
central Alabama mopped up
flood water Tuesday night.
Nearly 3 inches of rain fell
near the Birmingham Airport






evacuation plans in the event
of a nuclear accident, a
southern Indiana senator says
he is concerned about "who's
running the show."
"What I'm worried about
and what I want to nail down is
hew--These plans are in-
terfacing," Sen. Michael
Kendall, D-Jasper, said
Tuesday at the conclusion of a
legislative hearing on state
energy policies.
State Civil Defense Director
Miltoo Mitnick told the
committee that his office is
working with Jefferson, Clark
and Scott counties, who are
developing their own
evacuation plans for a 10-mile
radius of Public Service
Indiana's Marble Hill plant.
Other counties within a 50-
mile radius of Marble Hill are
drafting plans of their own,
including proposals for
reception centers to house
evacuees, he added.
"No one can do an
evacuation plan for a county
better than the county itself.
They know the roads, they
know the people," Mitnick
said. "But I will veto anything
that is not correct. Their
county plans must be totally
acceptable to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in the
concurrence for the total
plan."
But Peter Cleary, a Chicago
physicist with Citizens for a
Better Environment,
denounced the plans as being
"simply not adequate."
Cleary 'cited a report from
the General Accounting
Office, the federal watchdog
agency, which said that in the
event of a nuclear accident,
"there is little or no wurance
that the health or safety of the
public will be protected."
Until Indiana's plans are
actually tested, their worth
won't be known, he said.
"As long as you just leave it
as paper plans, they're just
useless," Cleary added.
Mitnick said the plans have
not been tested in a dry ran,
but he pledged that they would
be before Marble Hill and
Bailly, Northern Indiana
Skylab••• (Continued from Page One)
Initiate the tumble early to allow us an
extra 30 minutes to get back over the
Indian Ocean," Smith said. "If we
didn't do it, we would increase the
likelihood of coming down over North
America and picking up the possibility
of North Africa."
He added, "We have looked at this,
and in the worst case situation we find
no condition where we fail and create a
hazardous situation that was worse
than what we started with."
NASA continued to emphasize that
even if parts of the giant station hit
land, the chances of injury or deunge
are slim. If news reports indicate
fragments are headed for particular
areas, the agency suggests people take
no special precautions except perhaps
to stay indoors.
The sudden shift in the prediction
indicated the difficulty in forecasting
the demise of an orbital vehicle. The
rate at which it falls depends on such
things as variations in gravitation
fields over ocean and land areas,
weather and solar activity.
NASA estimates about twothirds of
the space station will burn up from
atmospheric friction during the flaming
dive beck to Earth.
But the agency expected about 500
pieces, weighing a total of more than 20
tons, to survive, including a 5,100-pound
airlock shroud and a 3,900-pound lead
Hog Market
Federal-SIate Market News Service July
IL 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act 1186 F.st 700 Barrows &
Gilts steady 2? lower Sows steady 5n
higher
!IS I-1 100-210 lba W 22-40 50
1732 WO-24011m $40 00-40 25
LS 2-3 340-250 Ills 119 0040 00
IN 3-4 260-200 Its
Sown
shop for bargains while us1-2770-350lt. $28 00-29 00
S A pportilig WICMS-F MI; i— 14 :1""st," :ht.: 
$7700.28 00
  VII 00-30 00
public radio service of Murray us 1-3 500450 Its PO 0231 OD
US 13 300-500 Its. ... .... 126 01227 00
.,
Public Service Co.'s plant in
northwestern Indiana come on
line.
PSI, which ',Awns Marble
Hill, has its own plans for
emergency procedures.
covering everything "from
injured personnel and Brest()
a radiological event having
the potential for public im-
pact," said Jack Bott, nuclear
licensing manager for the
utility.
Two Enter Guilty
Pleas In Deer Case
Two Henry County, Tenn.,
men entered guilty pleas
Thursday before Judge
Edward Jonstone in Federal
District court in Paducah to
charges of transporting an
illegaly killed deer across
state lines. Randy Dale
Williams, 23, of Buchanan,
Tenn. received a fine of $750
and was ordered to serve 30
days in jail, and placed on
probation for two years, in
which time he may not hunt
wildlife, according to a
spokesman. Williams, also
pled guilty of possessing a
firearm. Sahyon Farrell Boyd,
22, of Paris, Tenn. was or-
dered to pay a fine of 1500.
The incident occurred in
Henry County, Tennessee on
October 17, 1978, when
Williams reportedly killed a
deer with a rifle during the
closed hunting season. Boyd
and Williams allegedly
transported the deer head
across state lines int(





incident and special agent
from the U.S. Fish an
Wildlife Service were called it
to assist when it was learne)
that the deer head had bee)
transported across state lines
A bullet was removed Iron
the deer head and Kentuck
State Police crime lab expert
determined that this bulle
had—been fired from a .30-.3
rifle which Williams ha
borrowed from a friend.
safe which protected the film from
radiation when astronauts were aboard
the spacecraft.
As Skylab began its final two days in
orbit, NASA established a coordination
center in Washington to follow the
spacecraft's progress and be ready to
dispatch emergency teams to any areas
of the globe where debris might cause
injury or damage.
Defense Department medical and
engineering teams were on alert
around the world to provide assistance
requested by any country. The Federal
Aviation Administration was warning
aircraft from possible reentry zones,
=liability claims anywhere in theJustice Department WAS set to
world.
The Federal Preparedness Agency
set up an elaborate system for handling
emergency situations in the United -
States,
Meanwhile, Canadian civil defense
officials in Ottawa issued a statement:
"We can't stop it (Skylab) from falling,
but everything is in place to minimize
the danger should it come down in our
region"
Skylab was launched May 14, 1973,
and was inhabited by three different
teams of American astronauts for
periods up to 84 days. It has been
floatinglround as a piece of space Junk
since the last crew abandoned it in
February lirlt
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New Murray-Calloway Fair Queen
To Be Crowned At Pageant Friday
The new Miss Murray-
Calloway County Fair Queen
will be crowned by Miss
I kslef "' Grogan, 1978 Fair
Queen, at the pageant to be
held Friday, July 13, at 7 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.
Sixteen contestants will be
featured in the Friday night
event vying for the honor of
Miss Murray-Calloway
County Fair Queen of 1979.
Miss Grogan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Grogan,
will end her year as the fair
queen. During this year she
has participated in the Ken-
tucky State contest held at
Owensboro and presided over
the week long activities of the
local fair in 1978.
The annual Fair Queen
contest is sponsored by the
Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club in
eooperation with the Murray-
Calloway County Jaycees.
Sigma Co-chairmen are
Nancy Walston, Sue Spann
and Judy Muthleitian.
Larry England will be the
master of ceremonies for the
pageant with Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Curtis of Curtis & Mays
Studio, Paducah, and Mrs.
Bruce Gillespie, Metropolis,
Ill., as judges
A number of prizes will be
awarded at the contest in-
cluding week long passes to
the fair to all contestants by
the Jaycees, and U. S. Savings
Bonds and a silver Revere




Jamie Barnett, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Barnett,
Murray Route 3; Janna Bell,
datighter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Bell, 805 Sunny Lane,
Murray; Susan Byars,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Byars, Hazel Route 2;
Carroll Edwards, diughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Edwards,
1110 County Cork Drive,
Murray;
Mary Elkins, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Elkins,
Murray Route 3; Lesa Ann
Hoke, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs'. Charles Hoke, Almo
Route 1; Melinda Johnson,
theMurray Ledger 8c Times
Wednesday; July 11, 1979 Section B— Page One
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al
Johnson, 1304 Wells
Boulevard, Murray; Patricia
Johnson, daughter of Mrs.
Pauline Johnson, 201 South
13th Street, Murray;
Also, Joy Kelso, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Kelso,
Murray Route 7: Michelle
McGehee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James McGehee, 410
North First Street, Murray;
Paula Renee Overbey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Overbey, Murray Route
6; Martha Pitman, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Pitman,
507 Olive Street, Murray;
And, Patricia Ann Robin-
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson, 2014 College
Farm Road, Murray; Dawn














Mrs. Joe Sledd, Murray Route
1; Beverly Stone, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Stone,
Dexter Route 1; Monty
Wilson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Wilson, Murray
Route 5.
Escorts will be Thomas
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Bailey, 1902 Green-
brier, Murray; James Bibb,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Bibb, Murray Route 2; -
Howard Boone, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Boone, Murray
Route7; Gary Errierine, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Emerine,
Murray Route 1; Nicky Swift,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Swift, 1303 Story, Murray;
Brad Wells, son of Mr. and

















10:00 a.m. - Jersey Cattle Show
1:00 p.m. - Horse & Mule Pull
5:00 p.m. - Open Rabbit Show





8 a.m.-Noon, Sat., July 14
•
Demolition Derby Entry Forms Can Be
Picked Up At Hodge & Son, 641 Super
Shell, Thweatts Services Station
•
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Friday, July 13, 1979
7:00 p.m. — Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium
Saturday, July 14, 1979
8 am.-Noon — Invitation Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park
Monday, July 16, 1979
5:00 p.m. — 4-H Rabbit Show
5:30.p.m. — Official Opening '-
7:00 p.m. —Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull
Tuesday, July 17, 1979
10:00a.m. — Holstein & F'riesian Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. — Demolition Derby
Wednesday, July 18, 1979
10:00 a.m. — Jersey Cattle Show
1:00 p.m. — Horse & Mule Pull
5:00 p.m. —Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m. — Family Nite — Tractor Pull
Thursday, July 19, 1979
1:00 p.m. — Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m. — 4-H Si.FFA Dairy Show
7:Q0 p.m. — Tractor Pull
Friday, July 20, 1979
10:00 am. — Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 p.m. — Family Night
7:00 p.m. — Horse Show
Saturday, July 21, 1979
10:00 a.m. — Farm Bureau Day
7:00 p m. —4 Wheel Drive Pull
July 166 thr,u 21st
•
ct,





By Helen Price Stacy
W-Hollow is at its noisest
spring. Bird twitter, talk and
sing, and voices of plowmen
echo against the Greenup
County. hills.
In summer, the hollow home
of Kentucky author Jesse
Stuart is lush, green and
growing. The meadows are
soft and grassy, and the
plumes blow like a windswept
sea.
In autumn, W-Hollow is
crisp and rustley, and fringed
with the sadness.
Winter in the hollow is a
quiet time. Snow mounds atop
the split rails that fence the
domain of the famous writer
and his wife Naomi Deane.
, In all seasons, the man of all
- seasons has been as busy as
. nature, writing his poems and
stories, aeicles and books and
looking after his land. The
Jesse Stuart farm of more
than 900 acres has been
marked for preservations by
the Kentucky Nature
Preserves Commission and
.the recently organized Jesse
Stuart Foundation Inc.
The Stuarts will maintain
lifetime ownership of the
farm, and as a result will be
available to assist in planning
future use of the land.
Donald F. Harker Jr.,
director of the preserves
commission, said it was
unique that the entire
surroundings of • a writer
would be preserved "for all
generations." Usually, it is
just the house in which the
famous did their work.
Writer-friend G. Sam Piatt
of the news staff at The
Ashland Daily Independent
frequently visits at W-Hollow.
Both men are attuned to
nature and land. They derive
the bulk of inspiration for their
work from this resource.
"According to Piatt, Stuart
bought the first acre "with
money I received from selling
'possum hides."
What started out as a long-
cabin home has been
devetoped into a nine-room
"Cabin."
The smokehouse will surely
be included in the plans for
preservation. There Stuart
used to lock himself away
from the public to write. He
wrote some of his first poems
on leaves, tobacco sacks,
anything that would hold the
mark of a pencil. Some he
wrote in his head until he
could find a writing surface.
His early adage to aspiring
writers is as true now as it was
more than 20 years ago in a
visit in the West Liberty-
Morehead area: "Write with
your heart, not your head."
He explained that Eastern
Kentuckians with an urge to
frt
write should write about east
Kentucky and its people.
"Write about the people and
places you know."
Plans for the preservation
will be according to wishes of
Stuart, who is strong on
maintaining land in nature's
balance for all creatures.
Trails for the public will be
developed in the acreage, one
of them a trail walked by
Sluart from W-Hollow to
Greenup. According to Piatt,
Stuart stopped many times on
this trail to write his poems
and stories. He has authored
50 books.
The cabin home will be
preserved as a memorial to
Stuart, but it is the broad
sweep of meadow and field,
hill and hollow, flower and
tree that will tell future
generations about the man
whose chief subjects were









Martha Babb to succeed her
late husband on the November
ballot for city council.
The committee had to select
a nominee to replace the late
Charles Babb, who died last
. month of a heart attack after
winning renomination to a
seventh consecutive term. No
Republican candidate had
filed to challenge him in the
November election.
Mrs. Babb was also chosen
Monday to fill her husband's
current term on the council.
Youth Conservation Crops Work Several Jobs
GOLDEN POND, KY ' —
They work as trail builders,
tick researchers, tree in-
spectors, and geese banders.
For many, its their first
experience with living away
from home and earning their
own money. They're the Youth
Conservation Corps ( YCC), at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes ( LBL).
The youths, 15-18, live in one
of the two 5-day residential
•
:11.•
Jennifer Lynn Lovins, 18, a
1979 graduate of Murray
High School, has been awar-
ded a 5300 scholarship by
the College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University for the 1979-80
school year. The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. Gene
Lovins, Route 5, Murray, she
plans to major in
engineering technology.
While at Murray High, she
was a member of the Future
Homemakers Association,
earned the FHA Chaptef
Degree, served with Teens
Who Care, on the Student
Council and on the staffs of
the school newspaper and
yearbook. Recipient of a
similar scholarship was
Michael Borowiak, 19, a
sophomore at Murray State
from Nashville, Ill.
Astronauts.Left Items




Before the Skylab 3 astronauts
abandoned their space station
in orbit in 1974, they assem-




Carr, who commanded the
three-man crew, said the
astronauts wanted to leave
future visitors "a sampling of
our life aboard in case they
wanted to analyze it."
"But now no one will ever
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"It will burn up when that
big dude comes down. It was a
great home, and I hate to see it
come in. I hope it lands in an
ocean and doesn't hurt
anyone."
Skylab is returning to Earth
in pieces Wednesday, says the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. It will
make a fiery dive into the
atmosphere and break apart.
Most of it will burn up, but
-about 500 pieces are expected
to make it to our planet.
NASA says the chances of
anyone being hit are remote.
"It's sad to see the end of the
old lab," said another for-141er
astronaut, Charles Conrad,
who commanded the Skylab 1
crew. "It more than did its
job, from both a technical and
itIelehtific standpoint."
"I knew it was going to
come down someday," he
said. "Unfortunately, it's
coming down earlier than
expected."
Conrad has many vivid
memories of his 28 days
aboard the 77.5-ton station, but
standing out are the first few
days when he and his
crewmates, Paul Weitz and
Dr. Joseph Kerwin, became
space repairmen to save
Skylab.
During the launching of the
spacecraft on Ma3444, 1973, a
combination micrometeoroid
and heat shield ripped away,
tearing off one of the station's
power-producing solar panels
and jamming the other
against the side of the vehicle.
The launching of the Skylab
1 astronauts was delayed
while experts worked out
procedureS and developed
tools to enable the astronauts
to correct the problems.
Conrad and his mates were
sent off into space May 25, and
after several days of heroic
work both inside and outside
the station, they freed the
jammed solar panel, erected a
new heat shield and made the
vehicle livable.
"Those were some hectic
days," Conrad recalled. "And
it was awfully hot in there
- until we got that sunshade up.
We didn't know whether we'd
be able to stay up there from
one day to the next."
Carr said he hadn't thought
much about SkyLsb's im-
pending demise until several
weeks ago when he read a
newspaper article headlined,
"The Last Days of Skylab."
"That triggered a few
d
camps within LBL, v.orking 8
a.m.-3 p.m., Monday-through
Friday. "This is a completely
new way of life for some of the
kids," said George Radford,
operations coordinator from
Cadiz, Kentucky. • It's a
change of pace ... for some, a
release. They becolne so
aware and knowledgeable
about the things around
them," he said.
The camp, June 18-August
10. is in its fourth year, and
has 72 enrollees this summer.
They come from neighboring
areas of 113L, and are paid
minimum wage.
As a major project in the
summer of 1978, the YCC
group completely constructed
a playground at Hillman
Ferry Campground in LBL.
They use no power Weis. This
summer, much of their work
is concentrated at The
Homenlace-1850, a living
history farm in LBL. chey're
building trails and working on
the grounds. They're also
building playground equip-
ment at Piney Campground in
LBL, participating in pine
thinning, and saw tooth oak
releases, where the
surrounding brush is cleared.
and room is made for proper
growth at the oak trees.
Tick research is an im-
portant activity, Radford
believes. The youths drag
cloths over areas and use
carbon dioxide traps to
determine the amount and
types of ticks in LBL. He said
that another exciting project
is geese banding, where the
youths actually band the geese
themselves. "It's fun for
them,. because the geese are
hard to catch," Radford said.
Wanda Counts of Wingo,
Kentucky, has served a group
supervisor for three years.
-The kids not only experience
group living, but en-
vironmental education and
learning to work together,"
she said. "They gain some
insight on how to work with
other people and how to
budget a paycheck," she
added.
An average day for the
group begins at 6:30 a.m. with
wake-up and ends at 10:30
p.m. with lights out. The
groups leave camp at 8 a.m.
and work until 3 p.m.
-Camp duties are an im-
portant part of 'their job,"
Miss Counts said. She said
that the youths have kitchen
duty, meal duties, restroom
and shower duty, and garbage
duty. '"We have to maintain
where we live. It's part of our
daily routine," she said.
"Our work Isn't done in a
haphazard way. We fill out
daily work records, which




day," Miss Counts said.
Cameron Williams, 16, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Alexander of Grand Rivers,
Kentucky, said "This gives us
a chance to meet people and
work. Otherwise we'd
probably sit around the house
all day." "YCC is an outlet for
anyone who ever wanted to
work outdoors."
"Safety first" is a much-
quoted phrase around the two
camps composing YCC. "We
drill and impress in the kids
the importance of safety,"
Miss Counts said. "The
competition between the two
camps is something fierce,"
Williams said. "It's healthy"
competition, seeing which
camp has the fewer injuries
during the summer, he added.
"We try to stress to the kids
to get as much done, as
quickly as possible, but as
safely as possible. If
someone's hurt, then all of the
work isn't worth it," Miss
Counts said.
There are no formal lessons
taught during the camp's
duration, but "We do have
tailgating sessions," Radford
said. The sessions are con-
ducted anywhere from riding
in vans to on the job. Slide
shows and lectures from
representatives of the various
resource sections at LBL also
complement their activities.
"If you work outdoors, then
you'll love it here," Gayla
Stewart, 16, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stewart of
Pembroke, Kentucky, said.
Miss Stewart is back this
summer as a youth leader.
Those selected to come back a
second year, must serve as
youth leaders, she said.
"I enjoy the work I do, and
I've become more self-
dependent," she said. "It's
rewarding to come back a
year or so after you built a
trail, and tell people 'Hey, I
did that'," she said.
- "It's important for us to do
this for LBL, so future
generations can come back
and see what we've ac-
complished," Williams said.
"People who arent' in YCC
should come here, and see
what it would have been like.
We're kind of at a crossroads,
until we decide what we really
want to do," he said.
Radford, who has been
assistant coordinator for four
years, said that the group
receives assistance from the
various sections at LBL. Each ,
project is coordinated with the I
needed department.
"Some of these *kids had'
never walked through the
woods before. After they get
out there, making trails, they
become more comfortable.
They build the trails with the
idea that others will benefit
and become more aware," he
said.
"Some enrollees don't know
how to drive a nail when they
get here. By the time they
leave, they're telling me of
their plans to build a doghouse
or something else," Radford
said.
"This is a great experience
for the people of our region,"
Radford said. "The kids come
here with the attitude that
'we're here to do something.
Let's work and get the job
done'," he added, pausing to
greet a worker leaving for the
day. "Don't work too hard!"
he yelled, waving at the girl.
"I won't!" she yelled back.
Radford smiled, then said,
"I've always had this certain
feeling about happiness." He
paused, glancing at the day's
supply list in his hands. "I'm


























•rils manY Chrysler. GMC, ford,'Ia,gt cars • large capacity
plates for the kInd of power your
car needs • Ask for our free
Battery Power Chock




wall, Lead Range C.
plus $2.44 PET,
no trade needed
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Deep-dish, slotted one-piece aluminum
wheels High gloss finish shines bright —
draws attention to your car'
Chrome
lugs extra
Expert wheel service also available Mounting —Balancing —Alignment
Power Streak 78
• Smoigkriding polyester cord
body
• Six rib tread design
• Dependable diagonal ply
construction
• Goodyear's best selling bias -
ply, now at sale prices






Ilse any of these 7 other ways to buy
Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master'
Charge •Visa • American f serest Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES.. .WHERE QUALITY AND CONFIDENCE COST NO MORE
Lube & Oil Change
$588 *WWI'S MO M ON "NMmaior brand iOf3OI.
Oil filter extra If NNW,
HELPS PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lubrication and oil change • In-
cludes light trucks • Please call for ap-
pointment
Front-End Alignment
and FREE tire rotation
$11588
Parts and additionai
serytces extra If needed
Front wheel drive and
Chevettes SRC Linted
HELPS PROTECT TIRES AND VEHICLE PERfORtAANCE
• Inspect and rotate all
four tires • Set Caller,
camber, and toe-In to
proper alignment • in.
sped suspension and
Steering Systems • Most
U S care, some imports
Engine Tune-Up
4688 '41" 19"Sty! . " 4 cyl. &Cy'—





cars $4 less for
electronic ignition
• Electronic engine, charging,
and starting systems analysis •
Install new points, plugs, con-
denser, rotor • Set dwell and
timing • Adjust carburetor • In-
cludes Dataun, Toyota, VW, and
light trucks
Murray, Ky.
Were Illauser Robert S. leirlph,*
Goodyear Service Store










































































LOUISVILLE, KY — The 100th Army Resegve Division Public Affairs Office has beenawarded the Fifth Army Minaret Award for outstanding and excellent support of theCommand Information program with its newspaper, The News of the Century.Published quarterly, The News of the Century has a circulation of 3,000 within thedivision and is used for recriiiting and retention by the division.Members of the staff during the period for which the award was earned were MAJRobert H. McGaughey Ill, Public Affairs Officer, Murray; CPT Gaylon E. Murray,Assistant Public Affairs Officer, Morehead; CPT John Reed, Assistant Public Affairs Of-ficer, Louisville; 2LT Priscilla M. Tipton, Assistant Public Affairs Officer, Lexington.SIC Donald R. Martin, Public Affairs supervisor, Brandenburg; SGT Langston Hayes,lournalist, Louisville; SP5 Clark Durham, Broadcast Supervisor, Liberty; SP5 John L Scott,Photographer, Hopkinsville; SPS James S. Walker, Journalist, Louisville; and PFC JoyceOwens, Journalist, Louisville.
The 100th Army Reserve Division, commanded by MG Charles Beach Jr. of Beat-tyville, has the mission of giving armor one station unit training (OSUT) when called toactive duty.
Divers Try To Salvage Loot
From Sunken Spanish Ship
By ANNE S. CROWLEY coin.
Associated Press Writer
ABOARD THE JAMES
BAY - More than 300 years
ago, wealthy passengers
eager to strip the New World
of its treasure boarded the
Spanish galleon Nuestra
Senora de Atocha. Now divers
salvaging what they believe is
the sunken ship say they've
reached its first-class corn-
partments and the loot of its
long-dead occupants.
"Aren't they pretty?"
gloated diver Rich Banko as
he admired the gold that broke
a three-year drought in the
quest for the galleon.
Banko looped a 7-foot, 10z-
pound golden chain around his
neck the way a rich Spaniard
would have worn it in the 17th
century. But he won't get rich
from his find - he'll be lucky
if he gets one gold or silver
MISS YOUR PAPER?
febocrIbery rim hove sot
roceistsi etia limet-dmivorml
copy of So allonery Wiper I
Timm by 3:30 p.m. lAwary-
Friay
.
 it by 3:30 p.m. me
Sevtioys ore wood to goli
753.1516 between 5:30 p.m.
mid I p.m., fillmadrey•Fridoy, Of
3:30 p.m. mod 4 p Sour.
days, te lame delivery of the
rtowspaoit Calls meet be
pieced by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4p... Saturdays to gomrattrie
delivery,
The James Bay, a 160-foot
Canadian minesweeper leased
for the summer, is now an-
chored about 40 miles west of
Key West, Fla. and 90 miles
north of Cuba. In the past two
weeks, its crew has brought up
four golden bars, a fancier but
smaller gold chain, a gold
disc, an uncut amethyst and
what it says is the stern an-
chor of the Atocha.
the first time in three
'Tars that divers scavenging
the ocean bottom have struck
gold from the Atocha, which
broke .apart in a hurricane in
1622 and quickly was scattered
by another storm.
In the 10 years Mel Fisher
and his crew have been ex-
cavating treasure from what
their archeologists say is the
Atocha, divers had uncovered
only the "throwaway hold" at
the bow where the least im-
portant artifacts were stored,
says Fisher, head of Treasure
Salvors, Inc. Yet the bow
yielded $24 million worth of
coins, silver bars, muskets,
cannonballs and some gold, he
says., or
The new booty is from the
stern, says Claudia Linzee, the
project's archeologist. Now,
the crew is on the hunt for the
main hold where Fisher says
Spanish entrepreneurs packed
newly mined gold and silver.
The crew has narrowed the
search to a strip of ocean 1,000
yards by 18 miles, he says.
When the crew started, the
search area was the size of
Miami.
We know it's there - it's
got to be," Fisher says. We've
got 18,000 Spahish documents
that say it's there. Besides, •
look how romantic it is."
The Atocha's manifest lists
800 gold bars, 896 silver bars
and 250,000 gold and silver
coins valued by Fisher at
several hundred million
dollars. He says there.may be -
even more because the 270
people aboard the ship
probably were smuggling.
Fisher admits the power of
the sea makes any treasure
hunter's job dangerous. Four
years- ago, his son Dirk.
daughter-in-law Angel and a
diver were killed.
Fisher says the discovery of
the stern anchor gives further
proof the wreck is the Atocha.
If so, says a Florida official,
it's an important discovery.
But state underwater expert
Cory Richards says there's
been no proof that any of
Fisher's treasure is from that
galleon.
-- --
Experts say a grasshopper
infestation on many ranges in
the west Uhited States may
reach eight or more of the
insects per square yard. It has
been estimated that just eight
grasshoppers per square yard
on 10 acres can, through a




Open 11 a.m. Daily
Open Sun.-Thurs. Till 12:00 p.m
Open Fri. and Sat. Till+a.m.
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:Try DeVanti's 10 oz. chopped steak,
seasoned with just a touch of onion and
spices, served with a hot baked potato, oven
fresh bread, and a trip to our salad bar.
DeVanti's 15 ft. All-U-Can-Eat Salad Bar: a
variety of over 30 fresh vegetables, fruits, and
pickled items.
$495
The Place Where Particular
People Come To Eat.
For Carry Out Call 753-1314
With A 12-Foot Python
Woman Remembers When Neighbor Moved In
SAN DIEGO I AP - Helen
Seymour clearly remembers
the day last month when the
man next door moved into the
other half of her San Diego
duplex. He brought his wife,
his baby and a 12-foot python.
Since then, she said, the
huge snake has escaped twice
and strangled two of her
pedigreed Samoyed puppies.
The current whereabouts of
the serpent remain a mystery,
and python paranoia is run-
ning rampant in the quiet
Clairemont neighborhood
north of San Diego.
Neighbors think the snake is
on the loose, slithering its way
through backyards in search
of its next meal.
And if the snake's owner
knows where it is, he's not
telling.
He doesn't answer the
doorbell. Airhe drapes are
safety-pinned- shut across the
windows of the small house.
And there's a big hole in the
screen of the bedroom window
- the python's escape hatch,
the neighbors say.
-My dogs started barking at
4:30 one morning," Mrs.
Seymour said. "I went out to
the kennel and one of the
puppies let. out a horrible
scream. I didn't have a
flashlight, and when I reached
down to pick the puppy up,
here's this huge snake
wrapped around it."
The same thing happened
again on the Fourth of July.
Each time she ran to get her
neighbor, he slung the 40-
pound snake over his shoulder
and walked off without even
an apology, she says.
The last time, authorities
searChed the house where the
snake reportedly lived in a
cardboard box, but found no
snake Animal control of-
ficials said the snake owner,
whom they declined to
identify, told them he no
longer had the snake.
The landlords who rented
the duplex to the family say
they knew nothing about the
constrictor.
"When they filled out the
rental application, they put
down 'turtle' in the space for
pets," said Mrs. John Holland.
Meanwhile, tricycles lie
abandoned on the street, no
sign of their owners. But
police and fire officials 's.s
they have had no calls about
the neighborhood's slithering
mystery - Skylab has
prompted much more con-
cern, fire officials said.
Emil Rains', director of San
Diego County Animal Control,
stresses that the disappearing
snake "is not a panic
situation.
"We're not going door-to-
door and peeking in windows
looking for the thing," he said.
"It's a pretty good hunk of
snake - 6, 8, maybe 10 inches
around - anti that's just not a
playmate," Rains said.
"It's immoral, illegal and
wrong to have a snake that
size, but we're not really
worried since we can't prove
it's running loose."
He Laughed at earlier new:
reports of "an all-point:
bulletin" out on the snake
"How many points does i.
snake have" he asked
"There are only two."
And that's two too many, a
far as the people on Jeme
Street are concerned
-I'm afraid to go outsick
and petrified to get into in3
car. There are a lot of kid:
around here, and that thing':
dangerous," said a worm'
who lives across the stree
from Mrs. Seymour.
The woman asked not to b.
identified, "because yoi
wouldn't want neighbors wit]
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Exp. July '17th
COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Lifebouy
With Garlic Bread and 2 Price On
Combination Sclod (with Meal
Marcus Feels Closed Primary
System Disenfranchises Citizens
- By HERBFRT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) --
State Rep. Harold DeMarcus,
R-Stanford, thinks thousands
bf Kentuckians are being
disenfranchised — losing their
voting rights.
And the culprit he blames is
jCentucky's closed primary
:system.
DeMarcus said Tuesday he
-Will pre-file a bill for the 1980
:Gefier-al Assembly to change
the state's method of chosing
.political party nominees to an
-open primary.
The proposed bill 'would
allow a voter to delcare party
affiliation on election day and
Vote in that party's primary.
Currently, a voter must
register wet' a- specific
political party prior to the
primary.
DeMarcus said the current
requirement unfairly affects
independent voters and
members of the minority
party in the area in which the
primary is held.
DeMarcus noted that as of
May 14, there were 52,407
voters wgistered Indepen-
dent, and therefore, unable to
vote in a partisan primary.
He said many thousands of
other voters are affected
because , their party is not
strong in the area they live in.
"The vote has been taken
away from the people. in
practically all counties of the
state," DeMarcus said. "By
the counties being either
strong Democratic or
Republican."
For example, he said a
registered Democrat in a
heavily Republican county
often gets no say in county
elections because there are
rarely any Democratic
candidates. Thus the
Democrat cannot Vote- in the
primary.; and has only one
candidate to choose from in
the November general elec-
tion.
He said the reverse is true in
many Democratic counties.
"The firoportion of voters in
the parties is often so out of
balance that the minority
party does not have can-
didates on the ballot and the
only choice of candidates for
an office occurs in the
primary," DeMarcus said.
"What Lam trying to do, and
I know it is a long chance, is to
give all the people the right to
vote whenever the,y get ready
in a primary," DeMarcus
said.
"I realize the courts have
held that the primary is a
party function to select
nominees," he said. "But the
way it has developed in
Kentucky, a certain number of
people, if they want to register





carefully evaluated," he said
DeMarcus said nine state-
have an open primary systeil.
Three others have gone to
blanket primary that permit:
a voter to vote for any car,-
didate for an office regardles,




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Operating hours will be ex-
panded at state Personnel
Department test centers in
four western Kentucky cities,
and a new test center will open
at Maysville, said state
Personnel Commissioner
Addle Stokley.
Test centers at Bowling
Green, Hopkinsville, Owen-
sboro and Paducah will be
open for eight hours on two
Saturdays each month. They
formerly were open for four
hours one Saturday each
month.
The new schedules / mean
that applicants who fdrmerly
traveled to Frankfort to take
additional state tests will be
able to take up to four tests per









Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good



















































































Good Only At Storey's —
Alija& July 17!h
COUPON










Good Only Li torey s
Exp July 17th
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8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Mon. thru Sun.













































Limit 1 Per )i-nily
Dove
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
. Dove - •
COUPON
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Limit Two Per Family
. With 810.00 Additional Purchase




















on many items throughout the store. By passing on
you, we offer name brand products at great saving.

















































































Area Crowds Fill Two TVA Campgrounds
GOLDEN POND, KY -
Over-capacity crowds from
more regional areas than
usual filled the two family
campgrounds, Hillman Ferry
and Piney, at TVA's Land
Between The lakes(LBL)
during the July 4 week. "We
were full. . . over capacity,"
said Rise Daniels, recreation
specialist at LBL.
Daniels said that Piney
Campground, located in the
Tennessee portion of LBL
served more local people from
nearby Dover and Paris,
Tennessee. The 200 unit
campground held 281 groups
during the weekend.
Hillman Ferry Campground
in the northern portion of LBL.
a 394 unit campground, held
435 groups, and contained
more out-of-state traffic than 
Piney, Daniels said. We feel
great about it ithe weekend
she said. "Every weekend has
been tike a holiday weekend in
our campgrounds," she said,
adding that Piney has been
holding around 230 groups
during the current season. "It
seems that people are staying
longer than usual," she added.
Private campgrounds in
nearby areas reported good to
average crowds. Jim Suitor of
Holiday Hills Camping
Resort, Eddyville, Kentucky,
said that he had a capacity
crowd, not like usual holiday
weekends, but better than
other weekends.
Mrs. Barbara Woodrum of
KenLake KOA Campground,
Aurora, Kentucky, said that
she could have handled more
campers. "We have 50 sites
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
3 In!urv'

























14 Pea holder force
22 Native metal 21 Model
23 Drones 22 Number
25 cVlie4h$ -23 Possessive
26 Printer's pronoun-
measure 24 European
27 Time period mountains
28 Cudgel 25 Existed
29 Bowl 26 Sea eagle
n Sun god 28 Wager
33 Horse opera 29 Limb
35 Siberian 30 Memoran-
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and the) weren't all filled, she
said.
Ronnie Welburn, resident
manager for the Corps of
Engineers, Grand Rivers,
Kentucky, said "I've never
seen such a crowd!" He ,said
that all Corps of Engineers
campgrounds were conlin.
pletely full, many holding twr
on a site, a situation not
normally permitted.
Daniels attributed much of
the LIM. campground success
to the wide variety of
programs offered during the
summer camping season in
the campgrounds. "Par-
ticipation wise, this was one of
the best weekends we've
had," she said.
Programs at the two
campgrounds during the
weekend included wacky
water races, a Fourth of July
Carnival, bicycle skills, a
firecracker bicycle parade,
superstar competition, and a
square dance. Recreation
interns at both campgrounds
conducted the programs.
In a firecracker bicycle




decoration of bicycles with
streamers and balloonseand
the arrangements of the
children and bicycles into
three orderly' lines, which
didn't stay orderly for long.
---,Meanwhile Marty Han-
sbrough, 6, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hansbrough
of Troy, Tennessee, talked
about all she had done while
staying with her family at
Piney. She said that she had
played shuffleboard,
volleyball, basketball, and
had even woh second place in
a "little girl's" beauty con-
test.
She told her interested
onlookers, breathlessly, that
she had found the "most
beautiful shell" during a boat
ride_ and:mid-that ale was
, going to clean it. out, put red
spray paint on it, and put rings
and necklaces in it.
Before long, the parade
began. The children lined up
on their bicycles behind an
electric car, a TVA demon-
stration vehicle, the parade
was routed through the
campground and several
campers peered sleepily out of
their campers and tents to see
what was taking place. The
children were excited.)
waving, and yelling "Happ)
Fourth of July . . Rise and
shine," to the campers.
At Hillman Ferry Cam-
pground, some campers
began the morning by par-
ticipating in a 1-mile
"Freedom Run." Later in the
morning, Brian Gleafon, 8,
and his brother, Sean, 4, the
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Gleafon of Orland Park,
Illinois, wandered around the
playground "trying to find
stuff to do." Brian said that a
flea market was scheduled,
but he and his brother hadn't
been able to find it.
Sean, a small, wide-eyed
little boy, held tightly to his
brother's hand. In the other
hand he heid a fire hydrant
candy container which now
,contained several coins to
"buy stuff" with.
Brian said that he ran in the
Freedom Run, but came in
second from last. "I really
didn't like it though." "I vt
all pooped out." he said.
Meanwhile at the beach,
campers swam, built sand
castles and floated on rafts.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Galloway
of Dawson Springs, Kentucky,
and their poodle, Sheba, oc-
cupied one .of the many rafts
gathered in'the water. Sheba,
adorned with red ribbons in
her fur, sat somewhat
cautiously on the raft. "She
really does love this," Mrs.
Galloway said. "So do we,"
Galloway said. "Since we
found out about this place, it's
the only place we come," he
said.
Back at the shelter building,
plans were underway for the
Fourth of July carnival to
begin. A variety of booths
were set up for the children.
No monetary fee was charged
to participate in the activities,
but each child paid in pop tops,
bottle tops and cigarette butts
campground cleaned up,"
said Chris lsbill, 11, the son of
Mr and Mrs. William IsbW of
Owensboro, Kentucky. He
visited each, al the bootha.
which included a fortune
teller, hit the clown's mouth,
and a sponge throw at the
interns. Isbill seemed to enjoy
the sponge throw most,
throwing sponges with vigor
at the cringing interrE.
Jason Ward, 4, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Ward of
Benton, Kentucky, was sitting
on the ground seemingly
resting. Suddenly he caught
sight of the "sheriff" and ran
screaming "Hey sheriff,
aren't you going to stick me in
jail again?" Then he stopped
to rest again, and said, "I
don't really think he knows
where I am. I've escaped," he
added. The "jail" was part of
the carnival activities.
Ann Mika, 13, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Mika of
Chicago, Illinois, said that she
had participated in all of the
activities. The sheriff even
arrested my father," she said,
giggling. Many unsuspecting
adults served 15-minute jail
terms during this event.
An auction was held and the
children bid on a jump rope,
soap bubbles, marbles and a
watermelon. The soap bubbles
sold for 175 pop tops, bottle
tops and cigarette butts. The
marbles went for 270 of the
same. The most waited for
and sought after item was the
watermelon, and only those
with the largest containers of
litter dared bid on it.
Brian and Sean Gleafon
stood hand-in-hand with ex-
tremely serious expressions
upon their faces. The bidding
reached 700, then 800, then 900.
If was between Brian and an
older • contender. Brian won,
bidding "well over 1,000," and
the brothers excitedly took
their plastic bucket of pop
tops, bottle tops and cigarette
gathered from the campsites. butts to the auctioneer..'. still
its a great way to get the, , hand_in_hand.
Hazardous Chemical
Leaking From Tank At
Tennessee Truck Stop
SUG ART REF., Tenn. (AP)
- A hazardous chemical was
leaking Monday night from a
tanker truck parked at the
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GOLP TRfA5LIRE9 OF
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•."
Interstate 40 and U.S. 69, a
highway patrol spokesman
said.
"It's a very slow leak and a
breeze is evaporating it pretty
fast when it hits the ground,"
Ron White, dispatcher for the
Tennessee Highway Patrol in
Jackson, said.
The truck, loaded with
45,000 ponds , of ethel
acrylate, was parked in an
isolated spot at the truck stop,
which is between Camden and
Parsons in a remote area,
White said. There were no
injuries.
Danny Newton, a
spokesman for the Civil
Defense in Nashville, said
ethel acrylate is a flammable
liquid with an irritating vapor.
He said a CD team from
Jackson was en route to the
site.
White said the, tanker's
driver. Arthur Smith, noticed
a leak "about the size of a
basketball" at the truck stop.'
said the tanker is owned by
Groendyke Trucking Co. in
east Texas and was Ittiveliqg
from . Houston to Knoxville
when the leak developed.
18, "One of our troopersist the
scene said the leak appeared.,
to be coming from an inside
rib and out the bottom," White
said. "He said he didn't think
it would be possible to repair
the truck from the outside."
Newton • said Groendyke.
officials were`sending anotheil
truck to Sugartree and the
material would probably be
transferred. He didn't know
when the second truck would
arrive.
White said fire departments
in Camden, Parsons and
Jackson had been alerted but
no major .evacuations were
planned.
"The truck stop was cleared
first thing," he said. "But that
was only about eight or 10
people. It's a pretty remote
area."
A Public Service Corn-
missicrn unit 'its also
requested.
DOES HE DELIVER?
ROME (API - The last of
Alitalia's 16 Caravelle planes,
which have been jetting
through the shies-since 1960,"
has Come down to earth.
The airline recently
delivered the last jet to a
restaurant owner in 1,ivorno,
where he intends to convert
the plane into a pizza parlor.
I, LEGAL NOTICE I. 1..ROAL NOTICE
HEARING
Murray Board of Education
The Murray Independent Board of Education will
hold a public hearing in the Murray Board of
Education Office on July 26, at 7:30 p.m: for the pur-
pose of hearing public comments regarding 
a
proposed general Fund tax rate of 18.1 cents and a
Special Voted Building Fund tax rate of 6.2 cents.
The General Fund tax rate levied in 1978-79 was
21.3 cents and produced revenue of $258,631.
00. The
proposed General Fund tax rate of 18.1 cents is 
ex-
pected to produce $271,865.00 for fiscal year 1979-80.
Revenue expected from new property and person
al
property is $102,527.00. The Special Voted Buildi
ng
Fund tax rate levied in 1978-79 was 7.2 cen
ts and
produced $87,424.00 in revenue. The proposed 1979-
80 Special Voted Building Fund tax rate of 6.2 cen
ts
is expected to produce $93,125.00 in revenue. The
Compensating General Fund tax rate in 1979-80 is
17.5 cents with revenue expected to be $262,853.0
0.
The Compensating Special Voted Building Fund t
ax
rate in 1979-80 is 6.0 cents with revenue of $90,121.
00
expected.
The general areas to which revenue in exess of
1978-79 revenue is to be allocated is as follows: cost
of collections, exonerations, discounts and
delinquents, $4,618.65; instruction, $3,500.00; pupil
transportation, $2,000.00; operation of plant,
$1,000.00; maintenance of plant, $2,000.00; fixed
charges, $195.35; building fund, 
$5,621.00.
The General Assembly has required. publication
of this advertisement and the information contained
herein.
2. NOTICE
Ask ix siert -The Tee Cesit




















be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All, reader _slats:
ifieds must be sub-
mitted by 12 noon the
day before pub-
lication. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
DELICIOUS BURGOO
supper, spcinsered by the
Knigh. of Columbus of St
Leo'i Church, Saturday, July
14th, 2 8 pm, on the Church
grounds Burgoo by the bowl













merly of the Hair-
dresser, is pleased to
announce her new
location at Patty Ann's
Beauty Salon, located at






















FREE STORE. 759-4600. 
WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753 6333 
4. IN MEMORY




away in the first days of July
Father first Jn 1960 Then 3
years later Mother went to
loin Father in that great
beyond, that God has
prepared for his own We
love you much Thou are
gone, our precious dear ones,
but we remember you yet.
We miss iocuJ 59 much, but,
God knows best, and we pray--- --
to meetmeet again in Heaven
where parting ism) more.1
A Loving Daughter. 
8, LOST A FOUND
LOST GRAY and black
Poodle in vincinity of Beless
Dairy Barn. Couples pet.
Reward! Call 354-6587 or 474-
2780 
LOST: EYE glasses with
Silver frames, brand new.
Reward! 753 6366. 
LOST: 8 MONTH old
Siamese cat in Poor Farm
Road area. Call 759.1207 or
753 4703. 
6. HELP WANTED  
BABYSITTER FOR 1 year,
.010 .by. • Monday. Wed-
nesday, Friday, starting July
30th. Full time in fall Prefer
my home. Call 753 3006. 
COOKS WANTED, evening
shift. Apply in person,









dividual to train for




Crass in Murray or





TRAINEES, - needed tor
growing fast food operation.
Excellent opportunity for
persons looking for ad
• • vancement at bettering their
future. Positions open in
Murray, Mayfield, and other
locations throughout the
southeast An equal op-
portunity employer If in
terested call Ms Englebert
or Mr Wesley at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for ap
pointment I 800-633.5912, . 
NEED EXTRA money. Sell
Heart of America home
cleaning and cosmetic
products. You pick your own
hours. Will train. Call 753
0344 or write. P.O. Box 202,
Murray, KY 42071. 
PADUCAH SUN is looking
for a carrier in the Murray
area, for motor - route.
Afternoons, must provide
own insured transportation
If interested, call the
Paducah Sun at 443.1771 and
ask for the Circulation
Department 
RN, LPN, -im- em' dia-te




for local Doctors Office.
Typing skills required Call
for an appointment, 753 0374._
WANTED. FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
75911T34EvVAN p. PERMANENT
rob for Sellable WOrnan to do
housework 3 or 3,2 days per
week Would be responsible
for 2 children some of the
time. Live in. Lynn Grove
area. Call 435 4500.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED 
WANTED' FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group -
hospital coverage Call Steve




In small mobile home for
sale Completely equipped
Phone 437 4145. 
1LINSURANCE 
WANTED. FARM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, Office 753 7273, home
759 1134. 
14. WANT TO BUY 
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels,
in good shape Call 753 7393. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474.8838. 
WANTED TO buy. standing
timber, top prices paid. 489
2334 
is, ARTICLES POE SALE 
FOR SALE: large tame




See at 817 North 19th or call
753-6501. 
PORTIBLE MARK VII
respirator, also a Mark VII
respirator and regulator, one
wheelchair and sheepskir
Call 49,2652._ 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners 753 1551 or 753
9104. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
110 AIR CONDITIONER. 7
piece maple dinette set;
chest of drawers, antique
buffet cabinet and trunk. 753:
8615.
DAytt( GREEN early
• A me an couch; gold chair;
excellent condition. 753.3972.
FOR SALE Wurlitzer
piano: sofa, matching chair;
kitchen table and chairs;







FOR SALE 30- electric
range, refrigerator, upright
home freezer, dinette set.,
bedroom suite, couch, large
china cabinet. Call 435-4128_ 
FOR SALE: Contemporary
dining table, rriatte finished
top, walnut legs, from
Hubbuch of Louisville. 753
4054 between 4 : 30 and 6 pm. 
FOR SALE leather couch;
twin bed box springs,
Spanish style end table. 753-
/981. 
MODERN WOODEN couch,
6 cushion and a gold shag
carpet_ __BOth_in_ good con__
dition. Call 753 1749 after
430  
25" RCA COLOR Iv, XL 100,
excellent condition, $300;
Zenith stereo in early
American cabinet, S.50, 2
Small occassionai chairs, $10
-. each-753-78S1 _ 
WURLITZER GROAN;
perfect condition. Also an
antique wardrobe 7531571. 
,WATER BED, best vinyl
with heavy duty heater
thermostat Less then one





For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call 0101)
642-7619 located at 102 W
Wastungton St . Court Square,
Parts, TN
It. FARM EGUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, $41 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. 
FOR SALE: AC 21 foot
forklift, scaffolding,
masonary saw, and morter
mixer. (901) 642 6445 or (901)
247-5273. 
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, $99.99, Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
20. SPORTS EQUIP. , 
WANT TO sell . 10 speed
bicycle, excellent condition.
.Phone 753 3269.
22. MUSICAL . 
CUSTOM KRAFT guitar
amplifier, 5 string banjo






4 ft., $18.79; 5 ft., $19.99, Aft ,
121 99, 8 ft., 539.99; extension
ladders, 14 ft , $28 88; 16 ft.,
$31' 88. 20 ft , 545 99; 24 ft.,




Phone 437 4835. 
-BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
white, $64.99 Colors, $69.99. -
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tennessee.
CITAFT0i4S 7 HP riding
mower, tr1841 one seaSon.
753-9951.... 
ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
$39 99, $6999, $9999, $134 99,
and $149.99. Wallin Hard
tvare, Paris, Tennessee. 
FLATBED TANDUM trailer
with brakes, ramps, 70' long,
7'6" wide. 753 1261.
RIDING MOWER, iint-
plicity Wonder boy. $125. 436.
2e94.
SLAB WOOD and sawdust




tone No. 200 No peeling, no
coring, bnd no precooking





























































































































Ron Talent 753 9894
Joe Kennon 4364676
11 HEATING Ii COOLING
USED AIR CON-
DITIONERS FOR SALE AT
CLOSE OUT PittCES:-- --
753. 9104 or 753-1551.
31. WANT TO RENT
MINISTER WANTS sleeping
room with bath, for following
school year. Have
references Mail response to
Milton West, 108 Russell St.,
Dawson Springs, KY 42048 or
call 502 797 8155. - 
WANTED: TWO or three
bedroom 4rAZfor rent in
country. 759.4064 after
five.
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FURNISHED ALL electric
effienciency apartment,
deposit required. No pets.
753-9829. 
FURNIS-HED APART-
MENTS, 1 or 7 bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apartments,
South 16th Street. 753-6609. 
NICE CF-15-RNISHED one
bedroom apartment. Inquire
100 South 13th Street. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
appliances furnished. MO
per month. No children or
pets. 753-2465. 
*33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks
from University, $65 per
month, utilities furnished
Apartment for rent, $40 per
month. Call 753-4140 or 436
2411.
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
25. BUS. SERVICE 
GLASS WORK Plate g_lass
store fronts, aluminum di50rs
and closures, home im
provernenf work, enclose
patios, porches, garages,
patio doors repaired or
replaced 'Plate glass,
window glasS, prexiglass,
And insutated glass. Also
mirror, tub and shower
doors, picture framing and
auto glass installed Storm
doors, windows, and screens
repaired or replaced M a. G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold-
water Road. Business: 753-
0180, Home: 753-8210. 
SHERRI'S SOAP & Shape.
104 North 13th.
Professionally trained and
equipped for all breed dog
grooming 9:00 am to 5.00
pm, Tuesday through
Saturday. For appointments
call 753 0556. 
26. TV•RADIO 
40 CHANNEL, CHANNEL
Master CB with antenna.
Call after 4 pm, 753-6649. 
NEED A new color t.v, but
short on cash? We have a 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" for only $22 per month.
Under warranty, Claytons, J
& B Music, 753-7575. 
27. MOB. NOME SALES 
FOR - SALE:- 1977 mobile
home, for information call
247 4840 or after 6 pm, 753-
7388.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
BRICK HOUSE near
University, available now.
Carpeted Family, no pets.
S200. 753 3842. .
FOR RENT. By the week, 3
bedroom beach house in
Panama City, Florida $375
per week Sleeps 6 Write
P.O. Box 350, Murray Call
753 1432 
FOR RENT: New 3 bedroom
house in country $225 per
month plus deposit.
References required Call




cluding washer and dryer
Deposit required Call 753
8964 after 5 pm.





Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
24x60 FOUR BEDROOM
trailer. Co to East
Elementary school, turn left
at first gravel road, got to
cross road and take left.
F ifth trailer on left.






1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40.
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funished. Price
$7995 Call 753 2762
1971 MORGAN MOBILE
home, 12x60, all electric.
Priced to sell. Call 437-4816. 
1968 MODEL 12 x 60,
NEWLY carpeted, ap-
pliances furnished, anchors
and tie downs, underpinned.
382-2206.
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14x70,
3 bedroom Call 753-4762 or
753 8430 after 5:30. 
21 MOB. HOME RENTS 
10x40 ALL ELECTRIC
furnished mobile home, $90
per month, deposit required.
No pets. 753 9829.
SMALL TWO bedroom
trailer on large lot, 3 Miles
our on 121 North in Stella No
pets, water furnished $50
deposit, $85 per month. Call
489 2578.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home for rent 474 8805 after




FOR SALE: large- round
bales of mixed hay. Will also
do custom baling. Call 753
0649 after 7 pm. 
ROLLED MIXED grass hay.
Approximately 1200 pounds
each. Pickup in field. 753-
4371.
U. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC POODLE puppies. 3
apricot and 1 white. 2 males
and 2 females. Reasonable.





disposition. 489 2742. 
FOUR MONTH old male
. -Labrador Retriever, AKC
regislered. 436 2805. 
FOR SALE: Siberia's




GARAGE SALE! 2 party,
Thursday, Friday, July 12th
and 13th, starting at 9 am
each day. 1306 Wells Blvd.,
Murray. 
LARGE TWO party garage
sale! Great items for small
prices. Girls, ladies donning.
(Brand names villager.
Dalton, Talbott, Lady Golfer,
DiFini, etc.) Sizes 10-16.
Many items new. Shoes,
books, household and
miscellaneous items. July
12th, 13th, and 11th, 8 am til
?. 1014 Sharpe Street,
Murray. 
,SIX FAMILY yard sale, Fox
Meadows E-12, Saturday and
Sunday, 8 until 1 pm. Odds
and ends, tram children's





Large or small give us






WE BRING PEOPLE HOME
• .
Absolutely everything! Family Room with
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room!
All built-ins! Formal living Room! Double car
garage! Central heat & air & much more!
Presented at $59,900:
Is inflation beating you down? One way to keep
up isto own youc own home. Let us show you this
attractive 3 BR-tiothe that is conveniently
located se 1510 Clayshire. Offered in Low $30's.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Lou Ann Pkilpot 753 6843
Janice Austin 753-8674
41. PUBLIC SALES 
CARPORT t ALE! Thur-
sday, July 12th, Jackie
Trimble, displayer of home
decora4 ing accessories,
reducing p-ricet Of mer
chandise on hand_ West of
Hardin sway, oft Highway
80, turn beside Seaford's
Lawn and Garden, fifth
house on left. 
GARAGE SALE
All kinds of items, new
di used. Clothing,
ladies & girls. High-
way 299 at Kirksey,
watch for signs. July
5th, 6th, and 7th. 7 a.m.
til?.
THREE FAMILY yar'd sale,
Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, 1607 Hamilton
Avenue, 9 til ?. Appliances
and odds and ends. 
YARD SALE. Almo Heights,
Friday and Saturday.
Bicycle, clothes, books, and






Is inflation beating you
down? One way to
keep up is to own your
own home. Let us show
you this attractive 3
BR home that is
conveniently located
at 1510 Clayshire.
Offered in low $30's.
JON Smith, Realtor
113-T4 se
144 ACRES M-L. Lots of
marketable timber. Year
around creek. Some
buildings. 7 miles east. $471








reduced to $39,500.00 is








MOVE IN and live in this
nice older home in New
Providence area. Sittin on 3.5
acre lot. with trees.- 2
bedrooms upstairs, 2
bedrooms, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, and
utility room down. Must see






Never lived in - brand
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick with
central heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for





NICE MOBILE home, 12x65,
th 2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
mpletely remodeled and
some furrnture along with
stove and refrigerator stays
with sale. Nice lot, ap.
proximately 110x108. A good
buy at only $10,000. Nelson












your family needs, and






a nice family room/
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced at
$39,900-
• 43. REAL ESTATE
On.lee F eattire SynOocale
nc
'How was your first day riding the bus?
41. REAL_ESTATE '  43..12E4. ESTATE 
COOL LAKE breezes will lull
you to sleep on warm sum-
mer nights ..3 bedroom A-
frame on waterfront
lot., living room with
fireplace, kitchen,with dining
area, deck overlooks lawn
gently sloping to waters
edge. A top location, vacant
and priced for immediate
sale. Hurry!...30's...Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
YOUR MONEY
COULDN'T BUY MORE
Just the right home for
a growing family, four
bedrooms with lots of
closet and storage
space; large den with
a 'fireplace; this well
designed kitchen in-
cludes built-in pantry
and china cabinet next
to a formal dining
room and living room.
There is space in this
home for every mem-
ber of your family. . .
plus an extra benefit of
a 30x34 metal
workshop, all in a two
acre setting of tall
oaks. To see this top




your budget with this well
built, low maintenance three
bedroom, one bath
home. .8 x12 outside
storage. .1 acre m-I...just 4
miles from town...Priced in
520's. For more information
call 753 1492.. Offered by --Prof r‘siOa
al Semmes
LOretta Jobs Realtors. 
_ ,
W'thTh • al 1- brh"- - e °
•
We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your,







WHETHER YOU rent or
whether you buy...You pay
for the hcii)Se yOu occupy!
Stop supporting now*. lan-
dlord and see this 2 bedroom,
'frame today. Located on nice
quiet street. It's just waiting
for you...Priced in the mid
teens. Call now 753-














Mom will enjoy the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
favorite chair by the
fireplace in the den.
The kids will have a
ball in the large
recreation room, and
your guests will feel
welcome in the living
room, formal dining






located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in town. Compare at
any price,
level productive acres,
only 3 miles from
town. Large corner
acreage on Locust
Grove Church Rd. Mid
40's.
Economical Country
Living - 2 BR., 1 bath
older home in good
condition. 1'4 mile E. of
-Boydsville on paved
road. Only 6,850.
3 Br., 2 bath mobile
home, off 94 E. has
central heat & air, net
far from Kenlake, and
located on a wooded 2







your own home for less
than your rent. $19,900
buys a two bedroom,
gas heated home with
a large back Yard. Be
your own landlord as
you build equity in
your home. Let us
show you this very
special buy. Guy
Spann Realty 753-7724.
1 WALLIS DRUG•PRESCRIP LONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTSFree Delivery Oa Prescriptions In City Unsits
NOR NBUCKLE BARBER SHOPI . tee Weimer Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7-30 til 5:00
Price of
NAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SHAVE $1.75




Floored and ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
60. Buy the best for less Closed Free Fri.













58 acre farm with a
two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
tendable land and










of three acres each,
waiting for your
dream home to be






. TWO LOTS, Memorial
Gardens. Block C number 72,
Innis 3 and 4, Section 1.
Christus. Call 753-3268. 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
230 ACRES. AP-
PROXIMATELY 140 acres
tillable. 40 acres salable
timber. House and barns.
Priced to sell, in Henry
county. - Call 901-782-3381,
G.G. Berryman. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
ATTRACTIVE HOME for
sale, brick, 2 or 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, complete kitchen
facilities, nice neighborhood.
Call 618-734-3029. - 




house, nice den, living room,
and kitchen, 2 baths and
utility. Located near Murray
High School on Doran Road.
Low S50's or $375 per month.
Subject to sale of property.
John Smith Realtors 759-
4531.
LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, large living
room, storage buitoing and
more. Ideal location for
family near Murray High.
Low $40's. Call today after 4
pm, 753-6245. 
PRICED TO sell - shop and
compare. This new 4
bedroom hoCise With 2' 2
baths is quality built, well
planned, and very liveable.
Also located in the city school
district. Must see to ap
predate. Call 753-3903. 
1 1 2 YEAR OLD 2 bedroom
house. Furnished, central
heat and air, aluminum
siding, full basement, near
the lake. $17,500. Phone 436.
2391. 
45. AUTO.SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, $22.88; 36 month




TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" or' 15",
S29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 ande3.17 FET;
L 60x14", $41.14 and 53.79
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
6-ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET;
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with 12-32
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
and $1.72 FET; E78.414",
$22.63 and $2.20 Ft T
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
FET; G7I3x14" or 15", 525.39
and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
$27.52 and $2.76 FET.
L78x15", $29.86 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee. 
49. USED CARS 
1975 AUS I MARINA, new
engine, M radio, radial-
tires. C 7 4402 after 5
pm. 
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME,




truck with utility bed. Ca
435 4284. 
1968 CHEVELLE, RED,
door hardtop; 1971 Toyo
Celica ST; 1951 Ford, 2-doo
1965 Chevelle, fibergla
front end, 350 turb
automatic transmission.
Cragar spoked uni lu
wheels with 2 L60 14 whi
letter tires. Also hAders f
a 1968 Chevelle. 753• 2906
759 4601
Or
Carpet Cleaning;-753 5827 oror
753 5816.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1978 BRONCO XLT with
13,000 miles, excellent
condlton, loaded with extras.
436 2805.
-T979 CHEVROLET CUT/
pickup, 4 speed, air con
ditioned. Call 753-3501.
1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. Has - velvet
curtains, icebox, porta bed,
couch, wheels, 8 track, all
the extras. Plus has a slant
six engine which is real
ecdviomical. $.3700 or will
trade'. Phone 354.6217. '-
1964 FORD PICKUP, short
bed. V8, mechanically good.
'Call 492 8368. 
1975 GMC SIERRA Grande
-custom pickup, everything
but air. 753-7477. 
1952 GMC TWO ton truck.
753-1654. 
1967 I.H. C.O. 400 tractor-
'trailer, 250 cummings, 13
speed transmission with 1968
Freuhauf 40 ft. flatbed 436.
2847 after 6 pm. 
1972 VOLKSWAGON VAN,
new tires, 8-track tape, fold
3pen bed and table, engine
completely overhauled, 18,20
mpg. 51500 Can (901) 642-
8729 or (901) 247.3724. 
Si. CAMPERS • 
•
1974 CAMPER FOR sale.
Sleeps 4, good condition.
Phone 753-8047 after 5 bm;
753.7274. 
1976 COACHMAN TRAVEL
trailer, 22 ft., excellent
condition. 753-4542 after 5 '
pm.
FOR SALE: 8' over the cab
truck camper. $500. Phone
474 8866.
HAIL DAMAGED clearance
sale. Many units at cost.
White's Camper Sales, East
.94 Highway, Murray. 753-
'3605. 
IDLEWILD FIBERGLASS
"cabover" camper for El
Camino or Ranchero trucks.
Sleeps 4, gas range, fur-
nance, 3-way refrigerator,
etc. Would sell equipped El
Camino with camper if




'27' VEGA TRAVEL trailer,
like new, has everything on
it, deluxe model. $4500. Call
753-9920. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1978 ALUMICRAFT 16', SO
HORSE Evinrude, trailer
and all accessories. 1977
Bass boat, 70 Johnson, drive
on trailer, all accessories.




WITH LIVE WELL, SWIVEL
SEATS, FOOT-CONTROL
TROLLING MOTOR & BAT-
TERY, AND RUNNING
LIGHTS, PLUS TILT TRAILER
WITH NEW TIRES & JACK
$300.759-1410
'1973, 50 HP JOHNSON with
power trim, and a 1978, 4 hp
Evinrude, new. Call 436-2465.
HOUSE BOAT_ ft
Leisure Craft, steel hull,
economical 120 hp, cylinder
engine. Sleeps 6, very clean,
$8500. Call 1-901-232-8221. 
1978 JET BOAT, Monterey.
Black, red, and silver metal
flake with 454 Chevrolet
motor, chrome headers and
trailer with dual wheels and
mags. Used only 6 times
Also a 60 ft. tower antenna.
Phone 753-8754. 
SKI BOAT with trailer, good
condition, reasonable. Call
753-6074. 





53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BUSHHOGI NG AND yard
work Call 753 6123.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now can Sears 753 Mahar.,
-free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain- link
fencing needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
eltimates. 753 1966. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753.2310 for free estimates. 
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car.
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and
4p9ati87b.uilt, rooms paneled.2 15
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates. 
INTERIOR AND exterior
painter, also spray paint
mobile homes. 753-4174.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203. - 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Having trouble getting those
small electrical jobs done?




PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537. . 
NEED: HOUSES to paint.
Reasonable on price. Phone
759.4182. 
ODD JOBS done. Call 753.
6969 or 753-4124 and ask for
MarkROOFING, REMODELING,
painting interior and ex-
terior. Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it.
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount. Phone 753-2418, 8
am til 9 pm. 
For your backhoe,
gravel and dirt






shingles, water proof ing
mobile homes. 15 year
experience  Call 435 4173_ _
-W44.i MAL& driveway
rock and Ag lime, also, hav
any type of brown or whit
Pea gravel Also do backh
work. Call Roger Hud








make wet basements dry
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan C
struction Co., Route 2, SO
409A, Paducah, KY 42001;_ o
call day or night, 1-442 7026
WILL DO plumbing, heatin
and air conditioning, repair
and remodeling arouncrth
home, such as, painting
carpeting, and concrete. 753
2211 or 753.9600. 
WILL HAUL driveway whit
rock and Ag time, atscr hay
any type of brown or whit
Pea gravel Call Roge






FREE! VERY cute 1 3 Iris




interested in a top notc
major medical grou
hospital coverage_ Call Sfev
Payne, office 753-7273, horn
759.1134. 
WANTED:100 Females
100 Males, between 18 to 40
to be in the World Recor
Marathon, starting Augus
25, 1979. This Marathon wil
last for 3 weeks. Will pay
per day per person. Thi
Marathon will bs held a
Ray's Record Shob- in Herrin
IL. Call Saturday's only fro
12 noon to 8 pm. 1-618-942
2531.
BABYSITTER WANTED fo





Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free 
estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
' 759-1176 day or nignt.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl




refrigeration and air con
ditioning. -Call Bill Rollins,
753-0762. 
BYARS BROTHERS' & Son-
General home remodeling,.
framing, aluminum siding,I
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-











My work is guaranteed.
or BACK HOE WORK, septic
; tanks, gravel and dirt
N * hauling. 753-5808 or 753,5706 
et, BACK HOE WORK and
h bulldozing. 437-4533 after 8
pm, 354-8161. 
2- CARPET. CLEANING, at
ta reasonable rates. Prompt
r, and efficient service. Custom
ss Carpet Care. 489-2774. 




eferences. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry 'cleaning. Call Lee's
COMPARE AND-Saxe_ _On _
1976 CUTLASS SALON T top, chain link fencing. Circle A
power seats, windows, locks,
tilt wheel, cruise, 54100. Call 
Fencing. 753 8407.
753-5877.  CONCR
ETE & BLOCK work.'
FOR SALE: 1974 Firebird, 
Black garages, basements,





5 GRANDE LE MANS in *
good condition. Low'mireage, 
DOG GROOMING. All
all power air, brakes, 
breeds, 'By appointment. -
actual miles, white with
,sieeiiszn:, and windows. 753
6470.
2269 or 753 2266. 
black and gold stricies. Call
3,000 miles, $6800 Call 753.
1978 128 CAMERO, 22,000
1979 HONDA ACCORD 
LX,. Pick up and delivery. Connie
.eemoved from your yard or
only sawdust and chips. Call
Larope, 436-2510. 
 DO YOU nee stumps
  icwanlowremthoevegsrtuoumnpds up leavingto 24'
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
land cleared of -stumps? We
Impc-ii: in'
 
753 9490 or Bob KernID 435
1 re1117-2 Chevyd condition. Coll7534964 after 5 p.m.
4343.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas, white rocked and
graded All kinds peaoravel.
Free estimates Clifford
















4 wheel drive, 7,000 actual miles, loaded
with accessories, new car trade-in.











with $10.00 additional purchase


























  500Z. $1 59













III 3 LB. CANNED
HAMS 












KELLY'S 14 OZ. BREADED
El. $599 CNUCKWASON VEAL-PORK
PATTIES PKG 
929
OSCAR MAYER 11 Si.









THIS IS THE LAST WEEK FOR THE CHINA PROMOTION!
COMPLETE YOUR SET TODAY.
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